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 Dynamic properties of coherently coupled 2x1 vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser 
(VCSEL) arrays have been studied theoretically and experimentally. Directly modulated 
VCSELs are the dominant digital light source in short-haul data communication links due to their 
low cost and low operating power. Due to the demand for faster internet speeds and high-
performance data centers, there is an ever-increasing need for high-bandwidth, low-power, and 
low-cost laser sources. An ideal laser source would have data-rates exceeding 100 Gb/s, energy-
per-bit ratios reaching less than 1 pJ/bit, and be fabricated/integrated using conventional 
methods. In this dissertation, monolithic 2x1 mutually phase-locked 850 nm VCSEL arrays, 
based on ion-implantation and photonic crystal design, are studied for high-speed datacom 
applications. From the theoretical perspective, coupled-mode rate equations are used to describe 
carrier-photon interactions in optically coupled semiconductor laser arrays. Bandwidth 
enhancement in phased laser arrays is explained using small-signal frequency-domain pole-zero 
analysis on coupled-mode rate equations. The effects of complex coupling coefficient, associated 
with index-antiguided and gain-guiding, on coupled laser dynamics, are explored. We study 
multiple modulation techniques, including single-, in-sync, and out-of-sync modulation using 
pole-zero analysis. We discover that bandwidth enhancement can be practically implemented 
using in-sync modulation of asymmetric arrays, which is experimentally verified. Dynamics 
surrounding PT-symmetry breaking and exceptional points are also studied using pole-zero 
analysis. By tuning the coupled lasers to an exceptional point, the array supermodes become 
indistinguishable, and the coupled-laser array forces the input signals into synchrony. 
Experimentally, we show progress on phased VCSEL arrays that can be designed to operate 
reliably through control of individual injection current to each laser element. In this manner, 
nearly all fabricated arrays can be biased to be mutually phase-locked. This dissertation attempts 
to visualize and characterize the locking region between two neighboring lasers by measuring 
far-field visibility to create a two-dimensional visibility map. Experimental data show that the 
locking region can be shifted or changed by ambient temperature, asymmetric array design, 
fabrication imperfections, and multimode operation. Additionally, the differential resistance, 
relative intensity noise, and harmonic distortion are measured to characterize the behavior of 
coherently coupled laser arrays in the locking region. Two-dimensional maps of total relative 
intensity noise and total harmonic distortion are created to visualize laser array dynamics in the 
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locking region. We report high-speed digital modulation of 36 Gb/s by supplying the signal to 
both laser elements simultaneously.  The resulting eye diagram is shown to be improved under 
coherent-coupling conditions. The analysis in this dissertation shows that the laser array must be 
carefully designed, biased, and modulated within the locking region to achieve an output signal 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Coherently coupled semiconductor laser arrays have been pursued for decades [1], [2]. 
Coupled laser arrays have been considered for applications in coherent beam combining for 
high-brightness lasers [3], low divergence sources [4], electronic beam steering [5], [6], and 
recently high-speed modulation [7], [8]. Coupling together two or more inherently nonlinear 
devices such as semiconductor lasers also provides a rich platform for experimental physics, 
analysis, and understanding of light-matter interaction. For example, laterally coupling two 
vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs)  has motivated research into slow-light 
phenomena [9] and non-Hermitian photonics [10]. Successfully achieving optical coherence 
between the lasers within an array has proven challenging in the past. Prior VCSEL 
demonstrations have included 2-dimensional arrays of closely spaced pillars [11], arrays with a 
checker-board pattern of phase-shifting layers [12], arrays with cavity resonance modification  
[13], regrowth of high-index material between elements [14] to create antiguided optical 
coupling [3], and arrays with patterned mirror reflectivity [15]. These prior approaches can 
require challenging fabrication (e.g., epitaxial regrowth on AlGaAs surfaces [16]) often with 
stringent fabrication tolerances. 
 
Figure 1.1: (a) Top-view optical image of 2x1 ion-implanted photonic crystal VCSEL array with 





From this body of research, coupled lasers may appear to be complex structures 
challenging to design, implement, and operate reliably, despite numerous attractive applications. 
Recently, we have reported on a simple VCSEL array structure based on conventional VCSEL 
fabrication processes [8]. As shown in Fig. 1.1, we have developed photonic crystal VCSEL 
arrays that use multiple defects in a 2-dimensional hole pattern etched into the top distributed 
Bragg reflector mirror to define a multi-element refractive index pattern that determines the laser 
elements of the arrays [17]. Two missing holes define the optical apertures of the two adjacent 
laser cavities (see Fig. 1.1(a)). The two small coupling holes with diameter ’ in the inter-
element region are used to enhance optical coupling into in-phase or out-of-phase supermodes. 
We combine this with patterned ion-implantation aligned to the photonic crystal pattern with 
independent electrical contacts to each element. The latter is a crucial difference from prior 
VCSEL arrays in that the optically coupled lasers are not uniformly biased so that gain (or loss) 
can be independently applied across the laser array. This additional versatility allows the VCSEL 
arrays to be resonantly tuned to mutually coherent operation, engendering nearly ideal 
reproducibility [18]. Therefore, it is desirable to characterize the conditions where lasers phase-
lock to understand the coherent coupling in various circumstances. Certainly, any application of 
coupled lasers requires devices that reliably operate in the desired coupled mode under a variety 
of conditions. 
Prior experimental and theoretical work has established coherence tuning properties [18], 
general design rules [19], [20], and operating conditions [17] for coherently coupled ion-
implanted photonic crystal VCSEL arrays. Applications in high-speed beam steering [21], 
narrow divergence fundamental mode emission [4], enhanced modulation bandwidth [22], and 
enhanced digital modulation [23], have also been demonstrated. Many of these studies have 
focused on the coupling between two adjacent VCSELs. Other approaches for coupling two 
VCSELs have included external optical injection locking [24].  
The theory of coherent laser arrays, particularly the dynamical properties, has also been 
developed over the past few decades [25]–[28]. The coupled rate equation (CRE) analysis has 
predicted the effects of optically coupled supermodes [2], bandwidth enhancement [26], and 
chaos [29]. Recent studies of these equations further explored new asymmetric modes [30], 
cavity detuning [28], beam steering [10], and non-Hermiticity [31].  The studies thus far paint a 
complicated, yet incomplete, picture of coupled laser array dynamics. 
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To the author's knowledge, the dynamics of CREs have only been studied in the time-
domain [26], [32]–[34].  Approaches to solving CREs have primarily included a Runge-Kutta 
algorithm [35], [36]. The previous theoretical approaches also commonly assume laser 
parameters, such as photon and carrier lifetime, to be identical for all laser elements. In this 
dissertation, for the first time, we study asymmetric CRE using small-signal analysis in the 
frequency domain. Multiple novel discoveries arise from frequency domain analysis, which help 
understand laser array dynamics. First, pole-zero analysis reveals that a two coupled laser system 
consists of five poles and three zeros. These poles and zeros provide an alternative view of the 
enhanced modulation response of coupled lasers and help understand energy transfer 
mechanisms. Second, by analyzing poles and zeros, we can further understand the effects of the 
complex coupling coefficient, supermode stability, and modulation techniques. Until recently, 
analysis of the coupling coefficient was restricted to real  only [1], [10], [26]. Recent work by 
Li et al. [37] found an index antiguiding with gain-guiding (associated with a complex ) is 
preferred for stable bandwidth enhancement. Theoretical work in Chapter 2 further supports this 
claim using pole-zero analysis and further expands the understanding of the complex coupling 
coefficient. Additionally, Chapter 2 discusses laser array modulation techniques and motivates a 
new approach to coupled laser arrays using an asymmetric laser array design.  
From experimental work, Chapter 3 reports extensive characterization of the locking 
between two adjacent elements of a photonic crystal VCSEL array. Chapter 3 also links theory to 
application by experimentally measuring the imaginary coupling coefficient. Although several 
possible applications have been suggested, the potential for enhanced digital modulation rate is 
the motivation for this work. Chapter 3 discusses the locking region, as measured by output 
power and far-field visibility, and illustrates the utility of 2-dimensional maps. The visibility map 
is shown to highlight the change in the coherent locking region, which we probe with the 
changing of ambient temperature, fabrication imperfections, and multimode operation. The study 
of coherent coupling maps results in few main conclusions. First, the locking region, as defined 
by high visibility, is generally along the diagonal of equal injection currents for symmetrically 
designed laser arrays, whereas unequal injection currents are required for locking asymmetric 
laser arrays [38]. Since coupled VCSEL arrays support multiple optical modes, be they multiple 
transverse modes or higher-order supermodes, the injection current bias distribution, index, and 
gain profile must be carefully tuned to promote lasing in the desired mode. With the proper 
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design, a VCSEL array with a stable supermode and desirable high-speed characteristics can be 
designed uniformly [39].  
Chapter 4 discusses the large-signal digital modulation of coherently coupled VCSELs. 
In commercial applications, directly modulated oxide-confined 850 nm vertical-cavity surface-
emitting lasers (VCSELs) are ubiquitous laser sources in short-reach fiber interconnects for high-
speed optical communication. The modulation bandwidth of oxide-confined VCSELs has been 
improved tremendously over the past two decades, now reaching 25-28 Gb/s in commercial 
VCSEL-based interconnects [40]. Further research and design optimization on small aperture 
oxide-confined VCSELs have produced impressive data rates [41], [42]. However, the path to 
directly modulated Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) 100+ Gb/s operation is unclear. Advanced 
modulation formats and multiplexing techniques have been proposed to increase the total 
capacity of fiber interconnects at the expense of complexity and higher power consumption [43]. 
Alternative approaches for direct modulation of laser diodes are unconventional designs that take 
advantage of electrical bandwidth enhancements, such as photon-photon resonance or monolithic 
injection locking [7], [22], [24]. Although coupled semiconductor lasers and laser arrays have 
been studied for decades [2], [44], practical applications are elusive due to the fragile nature of 
coherent laser coupling. Chapter 4 discusses strategies for the modulation input. Although the 
coupling of two lasers can be delicate, we show successful digital modulation can be done with a 
dual in-sync modulation scheme that takes advantage of coherent coupling conditions revealed 
by the visibility map and supported by theory. Chapter 4 also discusses figures of merit pertinent 
to the modulation of coherently coupled VCSELs, including the relative intensity noise, and 
distortion in and around the locking region. 
The research presented in this dissertation aims to present coherently coupled VCSEL 
arrays as a viable alternative to reach 100+ Gb/s data rates for high-speed data communications. 
New experimental and theoretical tools are developed to understand the behavior and 
mechanisms of coupled VCSELs fully. The analysis performed using these tools has motivated a 
new direction in the design of coupled VCSELs, towards asymmetric design and optimization of 
the coupling coefficient. The conclusions of this dissertation and possible future directions are 
presented in Chapter 5. Appendices A and B respectively contain an outline of the fabrication 
steps and derivations of the pole-zero analysis presented in Chapter 2. Whereas, Appendices C 
and D contain computer code for extracting experimental figures of merit. 
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CHAPTER 2: DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF COUPLED RATE EQUATIONS 
 
In this chapter, we study a theoretical model of a 2-element laterally coupled (2x1 
coupled laser) array using semiconductor laser rate equations, which describe the static and 
dynamic properties of light-matter interaction in two coupled laser rate equations. Some of the 
key points we will probe about VCSEL arrays include the complex coupling coefficient, 
bandwidth enhancement dynamics, impact of VCSEL parameters on bandwidth enhancement, 
stability of coupled modes, and VCSEL array modulation schemes.   
The chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.1, we will introduce the tools and 
derivation methodology used for rate equation analysis by studying rate equations of a single 
laser. Section 2.2 will expand to coupled rate equations (CREs) and the pole-zero small-signal 
analysis of CREs. Section 2.3 will study the complex coupling coefficient. Section 2.4 will 
investigate the modulation of coupled lasers by analyzing Bode plots and eye diagrams. Finally, 
Section 2.5 will summarize our results to motivate the design of asymmetric laser arrays for 
practical implementation of high-speed coupled laser arrays.  
2.1 Single laser rate equations  
The laser rate equations describe the dynamic relationship between the carriers and 
photon populations in an active semiconductor laser, which is depicted in Fig. 2.1. The density 
rate equations are commonly written as [45], [46]:  
  =  − 
 −  +  − || (2.1) 
  = 12 Γ − 1 −  !" (2.2) 
The terms in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are defined as follows:   – carrier density #1/m&'   – Current pump density rate ) *+,-.  = /01  2 3455678 967-:8;<=8:>6 56?:@7 >@A4+6 B  – Electric field density )1/m,C.  
 – carrier lifetime [s] Γ – confinement factor [unitless] 
D – photon lifetime [s] 
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 - threshold gain [1/m] Related to  = EFGHIJ ! – differential gain #m'  – group velocity #m/s' !" – linewidth enhancement factor [unitless]  
We assume a linear gain coefficient  =  + ! −  as opposed to the 
logarithmic gain coefficient  = L*MNJ ln 2 MQRSTQB [45]. We also assume the gain compression 
factor U to be negligible. If gain compression is to be included in the analysis below, it can be 
simulated by changing carrier lifetime as a function of current bias. For the rest of the analysis, 
we will normalize the terms in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) using the following definitions:  
 V ≡ 1 + X
D −   (2.3) 
 Y ≡ 1 + X
D
 −  (2.4) 
 Z ≡ [
||  (2.5) 
where V is recognized as the dimensionless carrier density, Y is the dimensionless current 
density, and Z is the dimensionless field magnitude in the cavity. This results in the following set 
of rate equations:  
 V = 1
 #Y − V1 + Z' (2.6) 
 Z = 1






Figure 2.1: Visualization of the laser rate equations. 
 
Steady-state solutions are found by assuming constant carrier density and field 
magnitude, by setting 
\ = 0, _ = 0. The input parameters are Y, 
 , and 
D, and the equations 
are numerically solved by searching for possible solutions of V and Z. In the normalized rate 
equations, laser threshold occurs when  = . This results in threshold occurring at Y = V =1. The output power is proportional to Z.  After solving steady state solutions, we can perform 
small-signal analysis using the differential analysis method [45]. The first step is to expand the 
two equations in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7).  
 V = Y
 − V
 − VZ
  (2.8) 
 Z = VZ2
D − Z2
D (2.9) 
We use the small-signal approximation ΔV = V*dTe, ΔZ = Z*dTe and take derivative of 
both sides.  
  fV g = 1
 #Y − V − ZV − V2ZZ' (2.10) 
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  fZ g = 12
D ZV + 12
D VZ − Z2
D (2.11) 
Collect like terms  
  fV g = 1
 #Y' − 1
 V#Z + 1' − V2ZZ
  (2.12) 
  fZ g = 12
D Z#V − 1' + Z2
D V (2.13) 
Put Eqs. (2.12) – (2.13) into matrix form  
  )VZ . = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡− Z + 1
 − 2VZ
Z2
k V − 12
D ⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎤ )VZ . + 1
 )Y0 . (2.14) 
Converting from the time domain to frequency domain, we have 
 → − p. We also assume the 
perturbations to be small, linear and sinusoidal, hence we assume solutions in the form of Y =YqdTe; V = VqdTe; Z = ZqdTe.  
 − p fVqZq g = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡− Z + 1
 − 2VZ
Z2
k V − 12
D ⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎤ fVqZq g + 1
 )Yq0 . (2.15) 
 − 1
 )Yq0 . = ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡− Z + 1
 +  p − 2VZ
Z2
k V − 12
D +  p⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎤ fVqZq g (2.16) 
where we can solve for the output field modulation response using Cramer’s rule 
 Z* = − 1
 1Δ ss−
Z + 1
 +  p 1Z2
k 0s
s (2.17) 
in which the determinate for the denominator of small-signal response is  
 Δ = ss−
Z + 1
 +  p − 2VZ
Z2
k V − 12





Note that Cramer’s rule can similarly be applied to find the modulation response of V*  
 V* = − 1
 1Δ ss
1 − 2VZ
0 V − 12
D +  ps
s (2.19) 
In order to find the numerical modulation response of Eq. (2.17), the determinates in the 
numerator and denominator need to be solved. We know that a transfer function is defined as a 
rational function [47], [48] with a complex variable t = u + vp,  
 w = txt = y t − z*t − z … t − z|t − }*t − } … t − }E (2.20) 
where y is a constant, z| are values where the numerator goes to zero, referred to as zeros, and }E are values where the denominator goes to zero. The poles and zeros are complex numbers that 
are plotted on the complex plane, called pole-zero plot (see Fig. 2.2(a)). The x-axis is the real 
frequency and y-axis is the imaginary frequency. The magnitude and phase of the transfer 
function (see Fig. 2.2(b)) can be evaluated for any value of t = u + vp, and is easily evaluated 
geometrically from the pole-zero plot [47], [48]. The pole-zero plot can become intuitive if the 
following points are kept in mind:  
• Since our input/output signals are always real [e.g. cosp], the poles and zeros are 
always either real only, or come in complex conjugate pairs. This is true because of 
Euler’s formula: cos = M . 
• The real part of a pole/zero is the gain/damping factor of that pole/zero, and the 
imaginary part is the oscillation frequency: t =  +  pqH. 
• A transfer function (also called Bode plot or modulation response) is calculated by 
sweeping the input sinusoidal signal from DC to high frequency (which is along the 




Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic of the pole-zero plot showing one pair of complex conjugate poles and 
(b) associated transfer function magnitude showing negative and positive frequencies.  
 
Figure 2.3: (a) Small-signal pole-zero plot and (b) modulation response of single element. The 
input terms are photon lifetime, 
D = 2 }t , carrier lifetime, 
 = 2 t, and injection current Y, 
which is varied from 5 to 40. 
  
As Fig. 2.3 shows, a complete modulation response plot includes both magnitude and 
phase frequency response. Often, the phase response is not included because the behavior is 
predictable for single element VCSELs, where the phase undergoes a pi phase change at the 
resonance frequency. This is described by the Kramer-Kronig relation. The phase response 
becomes more important for the transfer function of coupled lasers in Section 2.2, where the 





Figure 2.4: (a) Time-domain 7.5 GHz sinusoidal response of single laser and (b) eye-diagram of 2 − 1 PRBS pattern with 15 bits/s also passed through a raised cosine filter with roll-off factor  = 0.3 and RC filter with cutoff frequency at 3 GHz.  
 
After obtaining the frequency-domain pole-zero and modulation responses, the time 
domain impulse response or response to any arbitrary signal can be calculated. The impulse 
response is related to the modulation response through a straightforward Fourier transform. In 
MATLAB, the modulation response is stored as a ‘transfer function model’ [49]. The linear 
time-domain response can be calculated by taking a convolution of the input signal t with the 
impulse response ℎ. Convolution in MATLAB is best done by taking the fast Fourier 
transform of the input signal #t' and multiplying with the laser transfer function w, 
raised cosine filter, and RC filter in the frequency domain, and taking the inverse fast Fourier 
transform of the result to obtain the response in the time domain. Alternatively (with built-in 
functions such as ‘lsim,’) MATLAB can simulate the time-domain response to any arbitrary 
input signal automatically. By generating a pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS), and using the 
‘lsim’ function, the eye-diagram response of the laser can be calculated. As an example, Fig. 2.4 
shows a time-domain sinusoidal response and eye-diagram calculated using the transfer function 
in Fig. 2.3(b). Note that this eye-diagram assumes a linear small-signal modulation response. 
Accurate eye-diagram calculations require solving the nonlinear rate-equations in the time 
domain, without small-signal approximations. However, the linear eye-diagram calculation 
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presented in this dissertation is useful for estimating and visualizing the performance of coupled 
VCSEL arrays.  
To summarize Section 2.1, single rate equations in normalized terms are presented. The 
derivation for the interaction matrix and small-signal response is shown. The concepts of pole-
zero plots, modulation response, and eye-diagram analysis are described. The derivation and 
analysis tools presented in this section serve as a guide to understanding the methods and results 
for coupled rate equation analysis in Section 2.2.  
2.2 Coupled rate equations  
The coupled laser rate equations (CREs) describe the interactions between carriers and 
photons in two closely spaced laser cavities, A and B. The equations are a simple extension of 
the standard laser rate equations, due to the addition of the complex coupling coefficient,  = +  . The normalized version of the density CRE can be written using dimensionless 
variables [28]: 
 Z = 12
D V − 1Z − # cos +  sin'Z

 (2.21) 
 Z = 12
D V − 1Z + # sin −  cos'Z

 (2.22) 
 V = 1
 #Y − VZ + 1' (2.23) 
 V = 1
 #Y − VZ + 1' (2.24) 




D − ΔΩ +   ZZ 

  cos
−  ZZ 

  cos +   ZZ 

 sin
+  ZZ 

  sin 
(2.25) 
The equations are described qualitatively by the schematic in Fig. 2.5 and can be described in 
words using the color-coded descriptions that follow:  
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Eq. (2.21) – (2.22): The rate of change of the field density is equal to the number of 
carriers over threshold times field density divided by the rate of photon decay (i.e., carrier-
photon recombination) plus (or minus) the field density from the other cavity depending on the 
complex coupling.   
Eq. (2.23) – (2.24): The rate of change of the carrier density is equal to the carrier 
injection rate minus carrier-recombination rate.  
Eq. (2.25): The rate of change of relative phase between cavities is proportional to the 
interaction between carrier density and phase described by the linewidth enhancement factor plus 
detuning between cavity resonances plus terms related to the coupling strength and field ratio 
between cavities.  
Equations (2.21) – (2.22) describe dynamics of normalized field magnitude, Z,, for 
cavities A and B. Equations (2.23) – (2.24) describe dynamics of normalized carrier density, V,, in each cavity.  Equation (2.25) describes the relative phase  =  − . The complex 
coupling coefficient,  =  +  , describes energy transfer between cavities A and B. Based on 
the assumption that the two cavities are approximately identical, we have also assumed the 
energy transfer to be symmetrical (i.e.  =  = . Fixed laser parameters include linewidth 
enhancement factor !, relative cavity detuning ΔΩ = Ω − Ω, photon lifetimes 
D,, and 
carrier lifetimes 




), and the effects of asymmetry will be studied further in Section 2.5.  
 




Small-signal analysis of CREs is performed in the frequency domain using the 
differential analysis described in [45]. By adding a small perturbation to steady-state solutions 
found from CREs, the temporal evolution of the laser array can be described the linear 
















Matrix A, also termed the ‘interaction matrix,’ consists of rate coefficients that describe 
the interactions between the photon, carriers, and phase. The terms Z,, V,, and  
represent the small-signal response and Y, represent the applied sinusoidal perturbation. The 
rate coefficients are found by solving steady-state solutions of CREs. The derivation of Eq. 
(2.26), the rate coefficients, and following frequency domain small-signal analysis are outlined 
in Appendix B. The resulting small-signal response of Z, is written as 
 
Y<* = − 1τΛ ss
0 __ _ _\ 00 __ +  p _ 0 _\0 _  +  p \ \Y* 0 0 \\ +  p 0Y* \_ 0 0 \\ +  ps
s
 (2.27) 
where the numerator and denominator are determinates proportional to matrix A,  
 Λ ≡ ̿ +  p ̿
= ss




 From Eq. (2.27), solving the numerator gives the zeros, and solving the denominator 
reveals the poles. The poles can be found by solving for eigenvalues, but the zeros must be 




five poles and three zeros, as shown in Fig. 2.6(a). The given poles include two pairs of complex 
conjugate poles and one real pole. One pair of the complex conjugate poles is associated with the 
carrier-photon resonance (CPR), and the other pair is associated with the photon-photon 
resonance (PPR). The three zeros include one pair of complex conjugate zeros and one real zero. 
In the limit  → 0, the complex PPR poles and zeros collapse onto the CPR poles, and the real 
pole and zero go to the origin. In other words, the behavior of the CRE when the coupling is zero 
is identical to a single element transfer function. For example, Fig. 2.6(b) shows the motion of 
CRE poles and zeros as a function of injection current when the coupling is zero. The result is 
identical to Fig. 2.3(a).  
 
Figure 2.6: (a) Illustration of five poles and three zeros obtained from solving CREs. (b) Pole-
zero plot as a function of injection current when the coupling coefficient is zero. 
 
 Due to the complexity of the coupled laser transfer function, studying the effects of laser 
array parameters using poles and zeros provides an intuitive glimpse into the laser array 
mechanisms. The input laser array parameters in the CREs include carrier injection Y, carrier 
lifetime 
,, photon lifetime 
D,, and the complex coupling coefficient  =  +  . The 
effects of Y, 
, 
D, on the coupled array transfer function are similar to those of a single laser 
transfer function. In the limit  → 0, the pole-zero plot is equivalent to that of a single laser. The 
zeros cancel PPR poles such that the resulting CPR poles are equivalent to those of a single laser 
transfer function with identical laser parameters. Figure 2.6(b) shows the poles and zeros 
solutions of CRE under the same bias conditions as Fig. 2.3 and  = 0. Figure 2.6(b) shows the 
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motion of the poles and zeros, as injection current Y is increased, is similar to that of a single 
laser response. As expected, the poles of a single laser response move to higher bandwidth 
(increasing imaginary frequency magnitude) and higher damping (decreasing real frequency). 
Both Fig. 2.3(a) and 2.6(b) result in the identical modulation response plots in Fig. 2.3(b).  
2.3 The complex coupling coefficient 
The coupling coefficient can be viewed from two perspectives: coupling in space or 
coupling in time. The spatial coupling coefficient (unit [mT*') can be interpreted as ‘the distance 
over which energy is fully transferred from one cavity to another.’ On the other hand, the 
temporal coupling coefficient (unit [sT*') is interpreted as ‘the length of time over which energy 
is fully transferred from one cavity to another.’ This spatiotemporal evolution of the field 
amplitude is visualized from simulations presented in [34], [38]. In our analysis, we scale the 
temporal coupling coefficient with respect to photon lifetime ¡ = ¢IJ 5£9:£7--6=@79¤. The value of the 
coupling coefficient for VCSEL arrays is on the order 10-100 GHz [50]. For comparison, the 
carrier lifetime is on the order of ~2 ns 0.5 GHz and photon lifetime is around ~2 ps 500 GHz [45]. Therefore, the coupling is considered stronger when the coupling 
coefficient between elements is closer to the photon lifetime. The relation between spatial and 
temporal coupling coefficient is simply |Dª« = qDªª« 
In practice,  is determined by multiple factors, including the complex index (index and 
gain/loss) profile of the semiconductor laser array, thermal profile, current distribution, and 
spatial overlap between the gain and optical mode. For example, two cavities very close to each 
other would transfer energy between each other more quickly than lasers with large separation. 
In other words, fast energy transfer implies large real part of the coupling coefficient which 
implies high beat frequency between modes. It is thus intuitive that cavities closer together have 
stronger coupling than those farther apart. It is also intuitive that larger cavities have stronger 
coupling than smaller cavities, due to more photons being involved.  The strength of the real 
coupling coefficient also determines the impact one cavity has on the other. For example, an 
asymmetry between cavities (such as cavity detuning) has a more substantial impact on relative 
gain contrast or field ratio (see Fig. 3.5 in [38]) when the real coupling coefficient is higher.  
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 The real part of the coupling coefficient,  describes the rate of energy transfer between 
cavities while the imaginary part  describes the energy loss, i.e., damping, of the energy as it 
flows between cavities. The sign of the coupling coefficient can be positive or negative, based on 
the type of coupling. For example, index antiguiding or gain-guiding coupling is described by a 
complex positive or negative  while evanescent coupling is described by a positive real . 
Recent work studied modulation response of coupled rate equations for the conditions of 
evanescent, gain-guiding, and index anti-guiding coupling [28], [32], [37] between the 
semiconductor lasers. The magnitude of the real part || determines the rate of energy transfer 
between the two cavities. The sign of || determines the direction of power transfer [38]. The 
magnitude of the imaginary part || determines the relative gain-loss contrast between the in-
phase and out-of-phase modes, and the sign flips the gain/loss contrast, which determines which 
mode has a lower threshold [50], [51] and consequently is the fundamental mode. The imaginary 
coupling coefficient is discussed in more detail later in this section. In this dissertation, we 
discuss coherent coupling in the spatiotemporal domain and frequency domain. In the frequency 
domain, we describe  as the beat frequency between two spectral modes, the in-phase and out-
of-phase modes, and discuss pole-zero analysis. In the spatiotemporal domain, we discuss the 
energy flow between cavities using a sinusoidal perturbation in the time-domain.   
 
Figure 2.7: Movement of poles for in-phase (blue) and out-of-phase (red) mode solutions as a 




To study how the coupling coefficient affects the dynamics of the laser array, we first 
focus on the five poles found from solving Eq. (2.27). The PPR poles begin to move relative to 
the CPR poles as the coupling coefficient is increased. Figure 2.7 shows the movement of the in-
phase (red) and out-of-phase (blue) modes as the real part of the coupling coefficient  is 
increased in Fig. 2.7(a) and as the imaginary part is increased in Fig. 2.7(b). The transfer 
function of a mode is considered to be stable and preferred when all poles have a negative real 
component. A stability map of the in-phase and out-of-phase modes as a function of  and  is 
shown in Fig. 2.8(a). The in-phase mode is stable with a negative imaginary coupling coefficient, 
since a negative  leads to gain for the in-phase mode and loss for the out-of-phase mode, with a 
subsequent lower threshold of the in-phase mode [50]. Using parameters identical to those of 
[37], Figure 2.8(b) shows a stability map of the index anti-guided with gain-guided structure as a 
function of cavity detuning ΔΩ and laser separation ratio /¯, where 2 is the distance between 
cavities and ¯ is the radius of the cavities. Additionally, Fig. 2.8(b) shows how laser separation 
influences the coupling coefficient, and the laser array switches between in-phase and our-of-
phase modes as its fundamental as a function of cavity separation. Note this behavior was 
previously demonstrated in anti-guided ion-implanted VCSEL arrays [52]. The relationship 
between laser separation and the complex coupling coefficient is given by [28]: 
  = ||d£5?° (2.29) 
 || = ±² exp ¡−2¶ ̄¤ (2.30) 
 arg = ±¹ − 2¶ ̄ (2.31) 




Figure 2.8: (a) Stability of CRE poles-zeros as a function of real and imaginary coupling 
coefficient and (b) as a function of laser separation ratio and cavity detuning with parameters 
, = 1 ns, 
D, = 1.53 ps, Y, = 5.97, !" = 2. The white line is calculated  for an index 
antiguiding gain-guiding laser with zero detuning.  
2.4 Measuring the imaginary coupling coefficient 
From Eqs. (2.23) – (2.24), we can solve for steady-state when V/ = 0 to obtain 
 Y = V1 + Z (2.32) 
We assume that with a constant injection current, a perturbation in V, ΔV, causes a perturbation 
in Z, ΔZ, such that  
 Y = V + ΔV1 + Z + ΔZ (2.33) 
Expanding this equation and assuming higher-order terms ΔVΔZ, ΔVΔZ to be small, we see 
that  
 Y = V + VZ + 2VZΔY + ΔM + ΔMY (2.34) 
We can substitute Y = V1 + Z, and rearrange the variables to find  
 ΔM = − 2VZΔY1 + Y (2.35) 
We assume the change in threshold to be small, hence V = 1 + ΔV ≅ 1. Furthermore, steady-
state solutions approximated to the first order for small  show ΔV = 2
D [38]. This allows us 
to relate the imaginary part of the coupling coefficient to the change in power: 
 2
D = − 2ZΔY1 + Y (2.36) 
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Next, we must relate the dimensionless variable Z to measurable laser parameters using the 
definition used for the normalized electric field, 
 Z = [!
|| (2.37) 
Substituting (2.37) into (2.36), we obtain 
 
D = − !
||Δ||À1 + !
||Á (2.38) 
The electric field magnitude || can be related to the measured output power using [45]: 
  = ||Âª!|ℏp (2.39) 
Note that || is the photon density inside the cavity, in units of m&/, Âª is the active region 
volume,  is group velocity, !| is the mirror loss, ! is the differential gain, and ℎp is the 
energy of the photon. After solving Eq. (2.39) for ||, ||, and Δ||, we can write Eq. (2.38) as 




Note that there is an additional factor of ½ ( → /2 & Δ → Δ/2) because the measured 
power value is of two VCSELs:  =  + , assuming  =  = /2. Equation (2.40) 
indicates that  can be experimentally measured from the change in output power.  
 
Figure 2.9: Simulated normalized power (|Z| vs. injection current (Y = Y = Y) for a 2x1 
coupled laser with  = 0 and  = 0.08/
D. Additional laser parameters include 
D = 2 ps, 
 = 2 ns,  = 0.002/




From the CREs, we can numerically solve for the output power (|Z| = |Z + Z| as a 
function of injection current Y. In an uncoupled laser, the normalized threshold is when Y =V = 1. However, since the imaginary coupling coefficient causes a gain/loss difference between 
the in-phase and out-of-phase modes, the thresholds for the modes are shifted by a factor of ΔV = 2
D. Figure 2.9 compares the calculated total optical power in the cavities of a VCSEL 
array with an imaginary coupling coefficient of  = 0 and  = 0.08/
D. With a nonzero , 
there is a shift in threshold |ΔY| = |ΔV| = 2
D for the in-phase and out-of-phase modes. A 
positive or negative  results in a lower threshold for the out-of-phase or in-phase mode, 
respectively. The mode with the lower threshold is also the stable mode indicated by Fig. 2.8. 
Notice also a nonzero  produces a coherent mode with a lower threshold than the combined 
threshold of two incoherent lasers. 
2.5 Small-signal analysis 
Unlike single lasers, the two individual inputs of VCSEL arrays provide a higher degree 
of freedom for the modulation, but at the cost of higher complexity. The relative phase and 
amplitude of the input modulation signal are key to determining the calculation of zeros on the 
pole-zero plot. This, in turn, affects the modulation response (Bode plot) and resulting total eye 
diagram. Previous theoretical work introduced the concept of in-phase and out-of-phase 
modulation [26] which should not to be confused with the in-phase and out-of-phase 
supermodes. To avoid confusion, this dissertation refers to in-phase modulation as ‘in-sync’ and 
out-of-phase modulation as ‘out-of-sync’ It is important to note that small-signal analysis of 
CRE means adding a perturbation Y and Y, and solving for V,, Z,, and  (not just 
the field output Z,). Therefore, the resulting totals of each output parameters are the steady-
state solution plus small-signal perturbation: V,ª« = V, + V,, Z,ª« = Z, +Z,, ª« =  + . Note that during modulation, not only do the field and carriers change 
with time but so does the relative phase. A visualization of this is shown in Fig. 2.10. Assuming 
that the in-phase mode  = 0 is the stable, preferred mode (indicated by lower threshold and all 
negative poles), a typical perturbing signal that encourages oscillation of energy between cavities 
results in slight perturbation of the relative phase, as shown by the red line. The red line indicates 
that energy does not wholly transfer between the in-phase and out-of-phase mode, which would 
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require dual-stability. However, the beat frequency between the stable in-phase mode and 
unstable out-of-phase mode is still relevant, because the perturbing signal  is a superposition 
of the in-phase and out-of-phase modes. In practice, this would mean that when the laser array is 
modulated along the diagonal region, the output far field is mostly constant since the relative 
phase difference of the stable mode is also mostly constant. There may be slight blurring/lower 
visibility of the far field due to beam steering if Z, and  are large compared to their steady 
state values Z, and .  
 
Figure 2.10: Visualization of phase variation during modulation. The in-phase mode is assumed 
to be the stable steady-state solution.  
 
The zeros in the pole-zero plot become relevant when discussing the modulation of 
coupled lasers. By adjusting the Y, terms to be Y = 1, and Y = 1 in Eq. 2.26, we can 
simulate dual in-sync modulation where the two input sinusoids to cavities A and B are 
modulated simultaneously. Conversely, Y = −1, Y = 1 would represent dual out-of-sync 
modulation, where the phase difference between input signals is Ç. A general representation of 
modulation would be, Y, = dQ  , where A is the relative modulation amplitude and q is 




Figure 2.11: Dual in-sync modulation scheme (a) pole-zero plot, (b) modulation response with 
(c) phase response, and 7.5 GHz sinusoidal responses of (d) V, (e) , and (f) Z. Note the 
small scale of the relative phase change. The dashed black line in (c) represents relative phase qÈ =  − . The dotted black line in (f) is the total field Z = Z + Z. Red and 
blue colors correspond to the left and right elements in the out-of-phase mode. Overlapping 
between red and blue lines indicates identical outputs from the left and right elements.  
 
 Figure 2.11(a) shows the pole-zero perspective of in-sync and Fig. 2.12(a) shows out-of-
sync modulation. As stated in Section 2.2, there are five poles and three zeros for each mode 
solution. The three zeros include one pair of complex conjugate zeros and one real zero, where 
the complex zeros behave as an antiresonance, and the real zero contributes to ‘anti-damping,’ 
which opposes the real pole. The simulation parameters for Figs. 2.11- 2.13 are 
D, = 2 ps, 
, = 2 ns, Y = 10,  = 0.06/
D,,  = 0.05/
D,, !" = 4, ΔΩ = 0. These parameters result in a CPR pole at 7.5 GHz. Our numerical simulation shows an agreement with [26] that in-
sync modulation lacks bandwidth enhancement from PPR,  because, as we show here, the zeros 
overlap the PPR poles (Fig. 2.11(a)). Figure 2.11(f) shows the sinusoidal response of Z and Z 
are overlapping. Thus, energy is not transferred between cavities A and B. This is true at all input 
frequencies, which is indicated by the constant phase difference qÈ = 0 between the two 
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output signals in Fig. 2.11(c). With out-of-phase modulation shown in Fig. 2.12, the zeros are 
overlapping CPR poles (Fig. 2.12(a)) and the PPR poles are revealed at 13.8 GHz. Therefore, 
energy transfer relies on PPR at all frequencies, qÈ = 180 d (Fig. 2.12(c)). This is further 
demonstrated in the sinusoidal response in Fig. 2.12(f). A practical problem with out-of-phase 
modulation is that the summation of the output signals Z + Z is zero. Therefore, when total 
light is captured onto a direct detector, the modulating signal is destructively interfered. 
Furthermore, in-phase modulation of a 2x1 coupled VCSEL array provides the benefits of 
increased stability and peak-to-peak amplitude [53].  
 
Figure 2.12: Dual out-of-sync modulation scheme (a) pole-zero plot, (b) modulation response 
with (c) phase response, and 13.8 GHz sinusoidal responses of (d) V, (e) , and (f) Z. The 
dashed black line in (c) represents relative phase qÈ =  − . The dashed black line in 
(f) is the total field Z = Z + Z.  Red and blue colors correspond to the left and right 
elements in the out-of-phase mode. The 180o phase shift between red and dashed blue sinusoids 
in (d) and (f) indicate oscillation of energy between left and right elements.  
 
We can also consider an intermediate modulation technique, Y = dÐ/, Y = 1, where 
input sinusoid to cavity A is Ç/2 out-of-phase with cavity B. Figure 2.13 shows both CPR and 
PPR poles are exposed. By observing the modulation phase response and time-domain sine 
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response in Fig. 2.14, we observe that energy transfer occurs between carriers and field at CPR 
frequencies, while energy transfer between cavities occurs at PPR frequencies. This means that 
intermediate frequencies employ both forms of energy transfer. In the frequency domain, we can 
see this as a varying phase difference (see Fig. 2.13(c)). For comparison, in Fig. 2.11(c) and 
2.12(c), the phase difference is a constant zero or Ç at all frequencies.  
 
Figure 2.13: Modulation using Ç/2 out-of-sync scheme (a) pole-zero plot, (b) modulation 
response with (c) phase response. Red and blue colors correspond to the left and right elements 
in the out-of-phase mode. The dashed black line in (b,c) is the total modulation response and 
relative phase qÈ =  − . 
 
Figure 2.14: Sinusoidal response at (a) CPR resonance of 7.5 GHz and (b) PPR resonance of 
13.8 GHz. Red and blue colors correspond to the left and right elements in the out-of-phase 
mode. The black line in (a,b) is the total modulation response.  
2.6 Asymmetric design 
While CRE analysis shows dual out-of-sync modulation is desirable for maximum 
bandwidth enhancement, and experimentation shows in-sync modulation is preferred for stable 
large signal modulation, this apparent conflict can be resolved with an asymmetric VCSEL array 
design. We have thus far assumed the laser array cavities to be identical and symmetric, which 
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demanded an asymmetric input modulation for exposure of the PPR pole. An alternative 
approach to using asymmetric modulation is using a built-in asymmetric laser array design in 
conjunction with the symmetric in-sync modulation scheme. For example, Fig. 2.15 shows a 
comparison between a laser array with identical photon lifetimes (
D = 
D = 1 ps) and 
asymmetric photon lifetime (
D = 2 ps, 
D = 1 ps). Other parameters include  =0.15/
D,,  = 0.15/
D,, Y = 40, !" = 4, and ΔΩ = 0. For the symmetric laser array, these 
parameters result in a CPR pole at 22 GHz. For the asymmetric array, the CPR pole is at 18 GHz, 
and the PPR pole is at 35 GHz. Comparing Fig. 2.15(a) and Fig. 2.15 (d), the increased photon 
lifetime reduces the resonance frequency of the CPR and PPR poles but increases the real 
frequency magnitude component of the zeros. The net effect is an increase in the bandwidth of 
the laser array as seen in Fig. 2.15(e). Additionally, the effect of cancellation of output light that 
was problematic for out-of-sync modulation is reduced. This is apparent in the relative phase 
versus frequency plot in Fig. 2.15(f), which is not constant with frequency, compared to the 
constant qÈ = 0° (Fig. 2.11 (c)) and qÈ = 180° (Fig. 2.12(c)) for the in-sync and out-of-
sync modulations. This shows that energy partially oscillates between cavities, yet the output 




Figure 2.15: In-sync modulation (a,d) pole-zero plot, (b,e) modulation response with (c,f) phase 
response with (a-c) equal photon lifetimes and (d-f) unequal photon lifetimes. Red and blue 
colors correspond to the left and right elements in the out-of-phase mode, while black 
corresponds to the sum of both elements. The black line in (b,c, e,f) is the total modulation 
response and relative phase qÈ =  − . 
 
 From Fig. 2.15, it may not be intuitive how the net effect of asymmetric design improves 
the output signal. For demonstration, an eye diagram is simulated using the linear transfer 
functions in Fig. 2.15(e-f) and a 40 Gb/s pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS). Additionally, the 
PRBS is passed through a raised cosine filter with roll-off factor  = 0.3 and RC filter with a 
frequency cutoff of ÒÓ = 10 GHz to simulate experimental conditions. The resulting eyes in 
Fig. 2.16 show that introducing asymmetry into the design via photon lifetime, while modulating 
in-sync, can result in an improved eye-opening. Note that not all combinations of asymmetry 
may result in improved eye-opening. Optimization of VCSEL parameters is required to get the 




Figure 2.16: Simulated eye-diagram comparing (a) equal photon lifetimes and (b) unequal 
photon lifetimes. The eye-diagram is simulated using a PRBS sequence of length  = 2Ô − 1 
and rate of 40 Gb/s.  
 
2.7 Modulation at exceptional point  
The cavity detuning factor ΔΩ also introduces asymmetry by creating a difference 
between the resonant wavelengths in the two cavities. By tuning the cavity detuning factor ΔΩ 
and the differential pumping, Y − Y, the laser array can be tuned near the modal exceptional 
point, resulting in the degeneracy of the two coupled-mode solutions as described through parity-
time (PT) symmetry analysis [31], [54]. At the exceptional point, the phase difference between 
the two laser cavities is  = Ç/2, the in-phase and out-of-phase modes become 
indistinguishable, and the interaction matrix approaches a singularity [38]. The dynamics of PT 
systems near this singularity have been of interest [55]. To theoretically study modulation at the 
exceptional point, we numerically solve CREs near the modal exceptional point in the limit of 
vanishing imaginary coupling coefficient and weak real coupling coefficient. Pole-zero analysis 
and modulation response show asymptotic behavior as ΔΩ and differential pumping are tuned 
toward the modal exceptional point and complete cancellation of photon-photon energy transfer 
between cavities at the resonant frequency. Interestingly, this results in intrinsic rejection of 
differential noise, where any out-of-sync signals at the electrical laser inputs are forced into 




Figure 2.17: Absolute difference between total frequency detuning of the two out-of-phase and 
in-phase modes indicating stable regions near exceptional point (unstable elsewhere). Arrows 
indicate asymptotic approach toward the exceptional point (EP) along unbroken and broken PT-
symmetry lines. 
 
 The exceptional point is found at the intersection of unbroken PT-symmetry and broken 
PT-symmetry through judiciously choosing the cavity detuning ΔΩ and differential pumping Y, Y [54]. Near the broken PT-symmetry and exceptional point, the degeneracy of the in-phase 
and out-of-phase modes has been shown [54]. Through pole-zero analysis, it can be shown that 
the stability of both in-phase and out-of-phase modes can be induced as we approach the modal 
exceptional point (see Fig. 2.17). We also find that as the interaction matrix asymptotically 
approaches a singularity, the poles (eigenvalues of the matrix) approach each other. This 
singularity causes indistinguishability between the in-phase and out-of-phase resonance, as well 
as indistinguishability between the photon-photon resonance and carrier-photon resonance. The 
degeneracy of the poles and zeros results in the cancellation of the photon-photon resonance 
between the two laser cavities. Figure 2.18 compares pole-zero and sinusoidal response at 
resonant frequency 3.73 GHz for in-sync modulation with zero detuning (A1-2), out-of-sync 
modulation with zero detuning (B1-2), and out-of-sync modulation near exceptional point (C1-
2). In-sync modulation near an exceptional point is identical to in-sync modulation with zero 
detuning. As we approach the singularity, the out-of-sync modulation in Fig. 2.18(C1-2) 




Figure 2.18: Pole-zero plots and sinusoidal response due to 3.73 GHz (A) in-sync modulation 
input at ÅÆ = 0, Y = 3.2, (B) out-of-sync modulation input with ÅÆ = 0, and (C) out-of-sync 
modulation input near exceptional point ÅÆ = 10 GHz, Y = 3.19. Red and blue correspond 
to left and right cavities for the out-of-phase modes. Magenta and green poles-zeros correspond 
to the left and right cavities of the in-phase modes. Other parameters include 
D = 2 ps, 
 =2 ns, Y = 3.2,  = 0.002/
D,  = 0.002/
D. 
 
 The pole-zero analysis and resulting modulation response reveal unique behavior at the 
resonance frequency when the laser array is tuned near the modal exceptional point. We see 
cavity-detuning induced stability of the laser system as the poles approach degeneracy. The 
resulting modulation near exceptional point results in rejection of differential noise and forced 
synchrony between the two cavities.   
2.8 Summary 
In summary, we have discussed a frequency domain analysis of coupled laser rate 
equations using a pole-zero approach. The pole-zero approach provides an intuitive approach to 
understanding the coupled lasers. We studied the modulation enhancement and stability effects 
of the complex coupling coefficient. Pole-zero analysis was also used to study in-sync and out-
of-sync modulation approaches. We find that asymmetric out-of-sync modulation is required for 
the exposure of the PPR poles and following bandwidth enhancement of the modulation 
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response. We propose an alternative approach of in-sync modulation in conjunction with built-in 
asymmetry in laser array design, which can be manifested through cavity detuning, asymmetric 
photon lifetimes, asymmetric carrier lifetimes, etc. As an example, we show that with proper 
asymmetry introduced to photon lifetimes, the zeros can be damped, and both PPR and CPR 
poles can be exposed for large bandwidth enhancement.  
We also studied dynamics surrounding the exceptional point in the PT-symmetry 
breaking regime for a weakly coupled laser array. The exceptional point is found to create 
indistinguishability between the poles and zeros of the two supermodes of the laser array, as well 
as between the laser array elements. This leads to a singularity of the interaction matrix, which 
manifests itself as a rejection of differential noise and forced synchrony between the two laser 
cavities. Further study for experimental verification and exceptional point dynamics for strongly 




CHAPTER 3: MAPPING THE COHERENCE REGION 
 
In this chapter, we discuss the coherent locking region of the 2x1 coupled VCSEL arrays. 
At the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, VCSEL arrays have been designed with 
photonic crystals [56], ion-implantation [52], bottom-emitting structures [57], and lately with 
photonic-crystal and ion-implantation [4], [8]. Experimental and theoretical work has established 
coherence tuning properties [18], general design rules [19], [20], and operating conditions [17] 
for coherently coupled ion-implanted photonic crystal VCSEL arrays. Applications in high-speed 
beam steering [21], narrow divergence fundamental mode emission [4], enhanced modulation 
bandwidth [22], and enhanced digital modulation [23] have been demonstrated using these 
arrays. Because of the high potential performance and a large number of applications of these 
devices, it is pertinent to understand the coupling mechanisms and operating conditions of 
VCSEL arrays. The coherent coupling of individually addressable ion-implanted photonic crystal 
VCSEL arrays presented in this chapter has been studied in the past [18]. This chapter expands 
on previous work by looking at the output power, voltage, and far-field characteristics more 
closely. The effects of design, fabrication, and temperature on the locking region are explored. 
Section 3.1 discusses the design and fabrication of ion-implanted photonic-crystal 
VCSEL arrays. Section 3.2 characterizes the locking region between the VCSEL array elements 
by measuring output power, voltage, and far-field visibility to create two-dimensional maps that 
reveal the locking region over various input current combinations. Section 3.3 uses far-field 
visibility maps to study the effects of temperature on the locking region.  Section 3.4 discusses 
the impacts of asymmetry introduced through fabrication imperfections, and the uniformity of 
the locking region on a VCSEL array sample. Finally, Section 3.5 shows the complex locking 
dynamics that can arise from multimode operation and coupling between multimode VCSELs.  
This analysis of the locking range is done with the application of digital modulation in 
mind. For effective digital modulation, a broad and stable locking range is desired. Since 
interconnects in the data-center can reach temperatures up to 85 °C, it is essential to design 
coupled arrays that can operate at high temperatures. This chapter shows that the operating 
current range for the locking regime can be between 0.1 and 1 mA in width and can vary with 
design and temperature.  
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3.1 Design and fabrication  
The VCSEL arrays depicted in Fig. 3.1 use proton-implantation for current confinement 
and an etched photonic crystal for optical confinement. The fabrication process starts with the 
deposition of SiO2 that serves as a hardmask for the mesa and photonic crystal holes. Then two 
iterations of lithography followed by ion-implantation are performed. The first deep ion-implant 
lithography defines the current aperture of each element. The second lithography and 
implantation step provides current isolation between elements. This implantation step uses 
multiple ion energies to produce a “stacked” implantation region extending from the aperture to 
the top facet. Next, ICP-RIE is used to etch the mesa and photon crystal pattern. The final 
processing steps include bottom contact deposition, oxide mask removal with CF4 dry etching, 
top contact, planarization with polyimide, and fan metal deposition. The detailed process sheet 
for the VCSEL arrays fabricated in this work is included in Appendix A. Scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) and optical images of these fabrication steps of a typical VCSEL array are 
shown in Fig. 3.1.  
 
Figure 3.1: (a) Top-view mask design of 2x1 ion-implanted photonic crystal VCSEL array, (b) 
optical image of oxide hardmask, (c) scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of ion-implant 
lithography for current aperture, (d) optical image of isolation implant lithography mask, (e) 
SEM image of etched photonic crystal holes and mesa, (f) optical image of top and bottom 




Ion-implanted photonic-crystal VCSELs have a large parameter space that can be 
explored when considering their design. Two important parameters are the implant size and 
separation, which defines the gain aperture and separation between lasing cavities. The bias 
current of the two individual laser elements can be individually addressed using input bias  * and  , as shown in Fig. 1.1(b). The laser cavity aperture diameter and separation strongly influence 
the coupling coefficient, as discussed in Chapter 2 and previous research [52]. The photonic 
crystal pattern is defined by the hole diameter, , hole separation, , and hole etch depth. Two 
missing holes from the pattern aligned to the gain apertures define the two optical apertures of 
the two adjacent laser cavities (see Fig. 3.1(a)). The two small coupling holes with diameter ’ in 
the inter-element region are used to enhance optical coupling into in-phase or out-of-phase 
supermodes. The design parameters of devices used in this chapter are  =  4.5 μm,  =2.7 μm, ’ =  1.8 μm, gain aperture area of 122 μm2 (approximately 12.5 µm diameter) and 
cavity separation of 1.5 μm. The etch depth of the holes determines effective index contrast and 
loss to higher order modes [58]. Etch depth can also affect photon lifetime and the coupling 
coefficient due to tuning of optical loss. The VCSEL mesa is typically etched four periods past 
the active region (as measured with in situ reflectometry), whereas the holes are etched to just 
about the active region since the holes etch at a slower rate than the field [58].  
3.2 The coherence region 
3.2.1 Output power 
The bias conditions and coherence tuning properties of ion-implanted photonic crystal 
VCSEL arrays have been previously reported [8], [18]. The unique aspect of our arrays is the 
ability to controllably tune via bias currents the optical properties of the array, principally the 
lasing optical mode or supermode. The coherent coupling that leads to supermode emission can 
be detected in several ways, such as increased output power, locking of spectral peaks, or 
formation of coherent supermodes, evident as fringes in the near-field or structured far-field 
intensity profile. In this section, we will start by analyzing experimental data of output power 
versus bias current. Figure 3.2(a) shows the light output power versus current curve for each 
laser element individually, as well as the increased power bump when both lasers are biased to 
approximately  * = 5.3 mA and   = 6 mA. As discussed in Chapter 2, the increase in power, 
when the elements are optically coupled, has been shown to be proportional to the imaginary part 
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of the complex coupling coefficient [50]. For visualization of the locking region from the 
measured output power, Fig. 3.2(b) is a color contour plot of output power versus  * and  . Note 
there are two aspects of coherence in Fig. 3.2(b). First, each element has a threshold between 
spontaneous and stimulated emission; the lasing threshold is thus noted in Fig. 3.2(b) by a 
dashed line. When biased together, thermal crosstalk causes an increase in threshold and 
reduction of total output power. The second coherence condition is when the two lasers are 
mutually coupled with emission in a supermode whose near field extends into both cavities. The 
coherent locking region is evident as the ridge of increased power along the diagonal direction as 
indicated in Fig. 3.2(b). The slight asymmetry between bias current  * and   is presumably due 
to fabrication imperfections, discussed at the end of this section. 
 
Figure 3.2: (a) Output power versus current for individual VCSEL array element 1 (in red), 
element 2 (in blue), and total output power versus  * (in black) when   is biased to 6 mA. (b) 
Colormap of output power versus injection currents  * and  . 
 
While the photonic crystal design of the array is important, the current, heat, and optical 
gain/loss distribution also play crucial roles in determining the value of the coupling coefficient, 
and therefore, the selectivity of the mode.  Figure 3.3(a) shows the output power and voltage 
versus  , while  * = 4.5 mA, for a different device on the sample with the same design 
parameters as Fig. 3.2. Compared to the output power curve in Fig. 3.2(a), the VCSEL array of 
Fig. 3.3(a) shows a greater peak power when coupled due to a greater  and consequently larger 
change in threshold at the onset of coherent coupling.  Figure 3.3(b) plots the extracted peak 
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coherent power, H, and the incoherent power addition of EH = * + , which are used to 
calculate Δ = H − EH in Eq. 2.40. Using the measured quantities of Δ and EH with 
Eq. 2.40, the current dependence of  (for  * ≅  ) is plotted in Fig. 3.3(c). The magnitude of  
is found to vary from weakly coupled, ( ≅ 0.005/
D ≅ 5 GHz to reach a value of moderately 
coupled ( ≅ 0.15/
D ≅ 150 GHz) over the coherent locking region due to changing bias.  
 
Figure 3.3: (a) Measured output power and voltage versus input current   , while  * = 4.5 mA. 
(b) Output coherent and incoherent power versus current along the coherence region. (c) 
Calculated imaginary coupling coefficient as a function of injection current I (where   ≅  * ≅   
multiplied with the photon lifetime.  is positive because the laser preferentially lases in out-of-
phase mode. 
3.2.2 Voltage and differential resistance  
Notice in Fig. 3.3(a) the light intensity shows a large change in intensity at the onset of 
coupling, but little to no change in the voltage is perceptible across the diodes. Prior studies have 
shown that the VCSEL lasing threshold can be determined by monitoring the current-voltage 
characteristic [59]. We find a similar indication for the onset of coherent lasing. We find the 
derivative of the voltage vs current curve reveals a change in the measured differential resistance 
when the array transitions into the locking range. Figure 3.4(a) plots the numerically determined /  and Â/  when I1 = 4.5 mA. The transition from individual independent lasers to 
coherently coupled lasing at 4 mA is apparent in both curves. The 2-dimensional map of Â/ * is plotted in Fig. 3.4(b). (We use Â/ *as opposed to Â/  in order to suppress 
background variation of differential resistance.) In Fig. 3.4(b), we clearly see a photon mediated 
voltage change in element 2, due to current change in element 1, amidst an unchanging 
background voltage. The voltage perturbation can be interpreted as a combination of effects, 
including a change in active region resistance due to changing mode-gain overlap, change in 
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quasi-Fermi levels, and/or change in leakage current [60]. Our results show that for a laterally 
coupled VCSEL array, the laser intensity and voltage perturbation is proportional to the 
imaginary coupling coefficient. The imaginary coupling coefficient is in turn influenced by the 
index and gain profiles, which will vary dependent on current and temperature.  
 
Figure 3.4: (a) Derivative of voltage and output power versus current  while  * = 4.5 mA. (b) 
Colormap of Â/ *. The locking range is noted and the change in resistance aligns well with 
the change in output power in Fig. 3.2(b). 
 
 To summarize the power and voltage analysis, we have studied the effects of the 
imaginary component of the coupling coefficient of 2-element VCSEL arrays. Steady state 
analysis shows that  determines the gain and loss difference between the in-phase and out-of-
phase mode solutions. This leads to a lower threshold and an increase in output power of the 
stable supermode relative to either of the individual laser modes. The increase in output power is 
observed experimentally, and  has been extracted from measured data. The change in threshold 
due to the onset of coherence further causes a voltage perturbation. This is the first observation 
of an electrical signature of coherent coupling between laser diodes and may prove useful as 




3.2.3 Far-field visibility 
 
Figure 3.5: (a) Example of typical out-of-phase far-field profile. Dashed red envelope shows 
approximated envelope function used to normalize the interference fringes. (b) Visibility map 
plotting visibility versus  * and  , captured at ambient temperature of 15 oC. Thresholds of 
elements 1 and 2 are 3.5 mA and 3 mA respectively. (c) Far-field beam steering angle versus  * 
and  . 
 
For an improved visualization and quantification of mutual coherence, the fringe 
visibility is measured from far-field data. A typical profile of an out-of-phase structured far-field 
mode is shown in Fig. 3.5(a). The dashed red curve is the approximated envelope function used 
to normalize the interference fringes. The visibility is then defined as  t  Õ Ö =〈 〉max −  〈 〉min/〈 〉max  +  〈 〉min, where 〈 〉max is the average maximum intensity and 〈 〉min is 
the average minimum intensity. Visibility thus varies from 0 to 1, depicted by color in Fig 3.5(b), 
with 1 corresponding to high degree of coherence. Figure 3.5(b) plots the visibility map as a 
function of both bias currents for values between 3 mA and 7 mA. The dashed individual 
VCSEL threshold line can be used for reference. Compared to the output power map of Fig. 
3.2(b), the visibility map reveals the locking region in an obvious way. The region of the highest 
visibility along the diagonal of increasing currents is aligned to the region of increased power, as 
expected from mutual coherence. In the high visibility region, the beam steering angle is also 
measured at the central minimum of the out-of-phase mode to create a beam steering map shown 
in Fig. 3.5(c) [54]. Knowing that beam steering angle is a function of phase difference between 
the two laser elements [6], [61], the beam steering map reveals that phase difference is constant 
along the diagonal direction of increasing equal currents. This fact plays a further role in the 
modulation of VCSEL arrays, discussed in Chapter 4. For further analysis of phase as a function 
of injection current, the near-field phase can be reconstructed from near-field and far-field 
intensity data. See Chapter 5 for further discussion of future work.  
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3.3 High temperature effects 
 
Figure 3.6: (a) Output power map and (b) visibility map captured at an ambient temperature of 
85 oC. 
 
Temperature plays a critical role in the performance of lasers. For gain-guiding VCSEL 
arrays, the thermal profile influences the index profile and consequent formation of coherent 
supermodes [52]. To measure the effects of ambient temperature on the locking region, the 
output power map and visibility map are measured at 85 oC, shown in Fig. 3.6. For comparison, 
the visibility map in Fig. 3.5(b) has been collected at 15 oC. In addition to increased threshold 
and lower output power, the increase in ambient temperature shows a decrease of visibility and a 
significant decrease of the current width of the locking region. In addition to ambient 
temperature, it is important to consider the effects of ohmic heating from injection current, index 
change due to the lateral thermal profile, thermal lens formation, and index suppression from 
injection current. These factors lead to a general decrease in locking region at high bias currents 
and may also lead to a change between in-phase and out-of-phase modes, as witnessed in many 
past data sets [10], [18], [23]. 
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3.4 Asymmetry and nonuniformity  
 
Figure 3.7: Histogram of   values that result in peak visibility. 
 
Spatially random fabrication errors seem to introduce non-uniformity into VCSEL arrays that 
shift the locking region in an unpredictable fashion. The effects of coherent coupling (e.g. 
increased output power or bandwidth enhancement) stay consistent with the locking region, but 
the exact bias conditions to achieve mutual coherence can vary between devices. The shift in 
locking region is measured for 60 devices with identical design. For each device,  * is held 
constant to 5.5 mA, while   is varied for maximum visibility. The histogram in Fig. 3.7 shows 
the probability distribution of   values. The majority of devices have peak visibility at  * = 5.5 
mA and   = 5.5 ± 0.25 mA, which is consistent with the symmetric array design. However, the 
wide distribution implies that fabrication tolerance must be tight, and bias conditions for each 
device must be individually optimized for optimal coherent coupling. The benefits of 
individually addressable VCSEL array elements are clear here, since nearly all VCSEL arrays 
can still be tuned into the locking region, despite fabrication tolerance.  
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3.5 Multimode coupling 
 
Figure 3.8: Visibility map of a multimode VCSEL array. The array design parameters are  =  6 
μm,  =  3.6 μm, ’ =  1.8 μm, gain aperture of 140 μm2 and cavity separation of 1.8 Ùm.  
 
Coherence tuning of two single mode lasers is a simple concept of resonance tuning of 
two lasers such that the spectral peaks are overlapping, and the two cavities are in resonance, 
such that the supermodes are formed. In the case where one or both laser cavities are multimode, 
there could exist multiple points of coherence, where the two cavities are brought into resonant 
coupling when the fundamental or higher order modes of one cavity are overlapped with the 
fundamental or higher order modes of another cavity. Examples of such behavior have been 
shown in previous papers [18], [23]. The coupling effects of increased output power, supermode 
formation, and increased modulation bandwidth are still relevant for each combination of 
fundamental and higher order modes. For visualization, Fig. 3.8 shows the visibility map for a 
VCSEL array design containing approximately three modes each. Compared to single mode 
visibility maps in Fig. 3.5(b), the multimode visibility map gives a larger region of coupling but 
introduces complexity within the locking region due to competition of modes.  
3.6 Summary 
Desirable performance from a coherently coupled VCSEL array requires understanding how 
array design and operation affect the coherent locking between the elements of the array. We 
show that the locking region can be accurately characterized through output power, differential 
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resistance, and far-field visibility, and distinctly visualized using visibility maps. The region and 
bias conditions of the locking region can be controlled through device design and temperature. 
We have also shown how device characteristics can be linked to CRE theory described in 
Chapter 2. The imaginary coupling coefficient is extracted from output power measurements and 
for our array designs reaches values of 0.15/τ­ for the coupled VCSEL array. Furthermore, the 
change in threshold due to the onset of coherence causes a voltage perturbation. This is the first 
observation of an electrical signature of coherent coupling and may prove useful as feedback to 
maintain coherent operation. Lastly, we discussed various design rules for desirable performance 
in coupled cavity VCSEL arrays. Due to the large number of design parameters involved with 
ion-implanted photonic crystal VCSEL arrays, there is potential for scaling 2x1 arrays to a 
greater number of elements and further optimization. Chapter 5 discusses designs for extending 
to three or more elements, modeling multiple elements with CREs, and linking the CRE analysis 




CHAPTER 4: DYNAMICS AND MODULATION OF COUPLED VCSELS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Directly modulated oxide-confined 850 nm vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers 
(VCSELs) are ubiquitous laser sources in short-reach fiber interconnects for high-speed optical 
communication. Coherently coupled VCSEL arrays may be a promising platform for coupled 
semiconductor laser arrays with a clear practical application in high-speed optical interconnects. 
These unconventional VCSEL designs based on injection-locking and photon-photon resonance 
have produced record-breaking small-signal bandwidths and promising results for high-speed 
digital modulation [7], [22], [24]. The ion-implanted photonic crystal VCSEL design has been 
optimized to produce highly single mode, large aperture, and high-speed VCSELs capable of 25 
Gb/s over 1 km [62]. Scaling this design to two or more elements is possible with an ion-implant 
defined electrical isolation. Therefore, the VCSEL array elements can be individually controlled 
with bias currents  * and  , using a high-speed ground-signal-signal-ground (GSSG) 
configuration. With the added advantage of coherent coupling between two lasers (described 
either as mutual injection-locking in Ref. [8] or photon-photon resonance as discussed in Chapter 
2), VCSEL arrays have demonstrated 37 GHz 3dB bandwidth [22]. However, the complex nature 
of coherent coupling does not guarantee an optimal bandwidth enhanced signal when biased 
within the locking region. Due to the extra degrees of freedom, coupled lasers have been shown 
to contain regions of instability and noise [27], [29], which would prove troublesome for digital 
communications. 
 In this chapter, we present experimental data that is relevant to the intensity modulation 
of coherently coupled 2x1 VCSEL arrays and the experimental implementation of VCSEL array 
modulation schemes such as in-synchronized and out-of-synchronized modulation, discussed 
previously in Chapter 2. Using the in-sync modulation scheme, we can take advantage of 
coherent coupling conditions revealed by the visibility map and we report a maximum 36 Gb/s 
data rate using this experimental setup [53]. To understand the bias conditions for optimal digital 
signaling, we next discuss measurements of relative intensity noise (RIN) and total harmonic 
distortion (THD) of the two-element coupled VCSEL array. Following a procedure similar to 
that for our visibility maps, we create total RIN and THD 2-dimensional maps with particular 
interest in the coherent locking regions.  
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 Section 4.2 discusses the in-sync, out-of-sync, and single element modulation techniques 
in practice. Due to the behaviour of the coherent coupling as shown by the visibility map, in-sync 
modulation is the most practical approach for digital modulation of VCSEL arrays. Section 4.3 
covers the dynamic effects of coherent coupling including the fundamental device properties of 
RIN and THD. We show that our VCSEL arrays have not only stable performance, but improved 
noise and distortion characteristics in the coherent locking region. Globally low values of RIN 
and THD are corrolated with suspected exceptional operation, as discussed in Section 4.4. 
Finally, Section 4.5 reports on digital modulation characterization including the effect of 
coherent coupling, which demonstrates bandwidth enhancement of the digital modulation of 
VCSEL arrays.  
4.2 Modulation techniques 
 
Figure 4.1:  Circuit diagram for DC bias and dual-modulation of the laser array. The dashed 
connection is removed for single-modulation and is connected for dual modulation. 
 
The challenge with modulating coupled lasers is the tendency of the modulating signal to 
break the coherent coupling between lasers. In injection-locking schemes, the standard approach 
is to modulate the follower laser [24]; however, the modulation of both leader and follower lasers 
has been explored [63]. For coupled VCSELs, one element can be treated as a leader and the 
other as a follower, which leads us to modulating one element while holding the other constant. 
In this dissertation, modulation of one element is referred to as ‘single modulation,’ and the 
circuit diagram to achieve this is shown in Fig. 4.1 with the dashed red connection removed. In 
the dual-modulation approach, there can be in-sync or out-of-sync modulation, as discussed 
using pole-zero analysis in Chapter 2. Dual in-sync modulation can be performed using a single 
function generator with a power splitter, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Out-of-sync modulation would 
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require one of the input signals to be inverted. Other variations of the circuit diagram are also 
possible, such as using a single current source with a current divider or using a dual channel 
waveform generator instead of a power splitter, but the principles of modulating techniques 
remain the same.  
 
Figure 4.2: Examples of in-sync (black), out-of-sync (red), and single (blue) modulation 
techniques overlaid on the visibility map. Alternatively, single-modulation can be performed by 
varying  * as opposed to   pictured here.  
 
A comparison of single, in-sync and out-of-sync modulating techniques is shown in the 
visibility map in Fig. 4.2. Due to the limited range of coherent coupling at unequal biases, single 
and out-of-sync modulation must have a smaller peak-to-peak amplitude to prevent distortions 
arising from the breaking of coherent coupling. In-sync modulation has a significant advantage 
in practice, not only due to the shape of the locking region, but also due to the facts that relative 
phase between elements is constant in the diagonal direction (see Fig. 3.5(c)) and the peak-to-
peak output power amplitude is greatest for the in-sync modulation approach (see Fig. 3.2(b)). 
The main deficiency of in-sync modulation is that in-sync modulation can result in the 
cancellation of the PPR pole and loss of bandwidth enhancement [26] as discussed in Chapter 2. 
However, Section 2.6 showed that asymmetric device design can cause the zeros to move and 
expose the PPR poles, which would thus enable in-sync modulation. Unless otherwise specified, 
the devices tested in this chapter are identical to the device design in Chapter 3, with design 
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parameters  =  4.5 μm,  = 2.7 μm, ’ =  1.8 μm, gain aperture area of 122 μm2, and cavity 
separation of 1.5 μm. Note that the 2x1 VCSEL array is designed to be symmetric with two 
identical VCSEL elements, and thus the performance of element 1 and 2 should be nominally 
identical. However, slight asymmetries are introduced by fabrication imperfections, leading to 
differences in performance between VCSEL elements. For example, Fig. 4.2 shows the 
maximum visibility occurs along the diagonal of slightly unequal currents, due to the unintended, 
yet inherent asymmetry. The advantage of creating asymmetry within a coupled VCSEL array 
has also been predicted from the mutual injection-locking perspective [8]. 
4.3 Dynamics in the locking region 
4.3.1 Far-field dynamics 
 
Figure 4.3: Far-field data for (a) single- and (b) dual-modulated laser arrays at various modulation 
amplitudes while DC bias is held at  * =   = 5 mA. 
 
We first consider far-field data observed from a VCSEL array under modulation. Figure 
4.3(a) shows the far-field interference profile when the array is under single-modulation. The 
amplitude of the input 500 kHz sinusoid is varied from 0 to 300 mV at a constant 1 MHz 
frequency. With increasing amplitude, the visibility degrades dramatically. In contrast, Fig. 
4.3(b) shows the in-sync modulation scheme does not decrease visibility dramatically, even for 
an input amplitude as large as 1 V. This difference between single- and dual-modulation can be 
understood through the visibility map exhibited in Fig. 4.2. With dual-modulation, the VCSEL 
array is modulated along the diagonal direction of increasing current, while single-modulation 
would modulate the array in a vertical (or horizontal) direction across the locking region of the 
visibility map. Modulation along the diagonal direction is less likely to break the locking region 
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indicated by the visibility map. In addition, as the beam steering map of Fig. 3.5(c) indicates, 
horizontal or vertical modulation could cause beam steering of the far-field mode, thus lowering 
the average visibility, as evident in Fig. 4.3(a). Finally, in-sync modulation would allow 
modulation operation at the highest bias currents, which fundamentally produces the highest 
photon density, and thus, higher differential gain [64].  
4.3.2 Total harmonic distortion 
 
Figure 4.4: Power spectral density for (a) single- and (b) dual-modulated VCSEL array biased to 
I1 = 5.5 mA and I2 = 6.2 mA. 
 
We next consider the harmonic distortion of the output signal with a sinusoidal input. The 
power spectral density of a single- and in-sync modulated VCSEL array using a 1 MHz 
sinusoidal signal with 500 mV source amplitude is shown in Fig. 4.4. The device is biased within 
the locking region ( * = 5.5 mA,   = 6.2 mA). The detected signal contains higher order 
harmonics at integer multiples of the fundamental harmonic of 1 MHz. The THD parameter is 
defined as Úwx = [∑ ÂE_|qÝEÞ /ÂÈE_|q, where ÂE_|q is the RMS voltage of the nth 
harmonic and ÂÈE_|q is the RMS voltage of the fundamental frequency. Comparing single- 
and in-sync dual-modulation in Fig. 4.4, in-sync modulation shows increased power in the 
fundamental harmonic and decreased distortion.  
A decrease in far-field visibility and increase in harmonic distortion indicates that a 
modulating signal can break or reduce mutual coherence by bringing the array out of the locking 
region. Previously, small-signal measurements were performed using single-modulation [8], 
which minimized distortion since the small-signal amplitude is a small perturbation. Large-signal 
digital modulation of the VCSEL array requires maintaining array coupling throughout the 
modulating signal, which has been successfully achieved using dual-modulation [23].  
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4.3.3 Relative intensity noise 
 
Figure 4.5: Example of RIN spectrum when the laser array is biased within the locking region. 
Solid line is biased at high visibility I1 = 5.5 mA, I2 = 6.2 mA and dashed line is biased at partial 
visibility at I1 = 5.5 mA, I2 = 5.6 mA. 
 
RIN data is obtained by collecting the total output power of the DC-biased laser array 
into a multimode fiber, which is then coupled to DC-coupled Newport 1484-50 photoreceiver. 
The photoreceiver output is connected to a bias-T, where the DC output is used to measure 
average power. The power spectral density from the bias-T RF output is detected on an electric 
spectrum analyzer (ESA) with a 25 GHz bandwidth. A rough calibration procedure is followed 
by subtracting thermal noise and amplifier gain of the receiver and normalizing to the average 
power. Example RIN spectra, when the device is biased within the locking region and at the edge 
of the locking region, are shown in Fig. 4.5. While the bandwidth enhanced VCSEL array could 
extend bandwidth past 30 GHz, the limited bandwidth of the ESA constricts this study to 25 
GHz. Total RIN is obtained by integrating over the RIN spectrum. We find that total RIN is 
reduced for higher coherence. 
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4.4 RIN and THD in the locking region 
 
Figure 4.6: (a) Visibility map, (b) total RIN map, and (c) THD map of the identical device.  
Threshold or the estimated locking range is indicated by dashed or dotted curves respectively.  
  
In Chapter 3, we clearly identified the coherent locking region using the visibility map. In 
this section, we can perform a similar analysis using total RIN and THD data. Figure 4.6 is a 
comparison of the maps for visibility, total RIN, and THD for the same VCSEL array 
characterized at room temperature. As a visual aid, the threshold curve and locking region are 
denoted on all the plots. Comparing these plots clearly indicates the regions of lowest noise and 
distortion correlate with the coherent locking region; note that RIN and THD can both be lower 
for the coupled array as compared to a single laser. Interestingly, total RIN is increased for part 
of the locking region and decreased for a small part of the locking region near the switching 
between the stable in-phase and out-of-phase modes (see Fig. 4.6), which may suggest laser 
array operation near exceptional point [54]. It would be of great interest to experimentally study 
small-signal measurements when the VCSEL array is tuned to an exceptional point. 
Additionally, at high individual bias   ß 5.5 à, RIN is lower for element 2, compared to 
element 1  * ß 5.5 à. The THD map in Fig. 4.6(c) is measured using the dual-modulation 
scheme only.  Compared to the RIN map, the THD is improved for majority of the locking 
region, though distortion is increased on the edges of the locking region. The increase in 
distortion and noise at the edge of the locking region can be contributed to the low mutual 
coherence and competition between the supermode and individual laser modes. Another 
similarity with the RIN map is that the THD map shows asymmetry in the performance between 
VCSEL element 1 and 2, with element 2 showing lower distortion at high bias currents.  
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4.5 Digital modulation 
 
Figure 4.7: Diagram of experimental setup used for digital modulation. 
 
 The data modulation properties of coherent 2x1 VCSEL arrays have been examined. In 
the experimental setup shown in Fig. 4.7, the NRZ data signals of a pseudo-random bit sequence 
(PRBS, 29-1) with amplitude of 800 mV peak-to-peak are generated by a two-channel arbitrary 
waveform generator (Keysight M8196A). Both data signals combined with unique DC bias are 
injected in-phase into each element of the VCSEL array through a high-frequency GSSG probe. 
Note that we use a single DC bias (Agilent E3631a) connected to a 100 Ω variable resistor that 
allows for adjustment of the relative bias between  * and  . A multimode fiber probe is used to 
collect the total output light of both VCSELs, which is then split into two parts via a fiber 
coupler. The spectrum is measured using an optical spectrum analyzer on one path, while optical 
signals in the other path are detected by a high-speed photoreceiver (Newport 1484-A-50). The 
signal quality is analyzed using the eye diagram obtained with a 50 GHz digital oscilloscope 
(Agilent 86100C) and the bit-error rate (BER) measurement is performed using an error analyzer 
(SHF 11100 B).  
The results presented in this section are for an array design with parameters  =  4.0 Ùm,  = 2.4 Ùm, ’ =  1.6 Ùm, gain aperture area of 101 Ùm2, and cavity separation of 1.4 Ùm. 
Element 2 is found to be single-mode (as designed) when biased to maximum output power, 
while element 1 is multimode at the same bias. When both array elements are biased such that 
the fundamental modes have the same wavelength (approximately  * =  ), the two cavities 
optically couple, resulting in a single coherence supermode with >10 dB side mode suppression 
ratio [18]. The peak emission of the individual modes is plotted in Fig. 4.8(a) while varying one 
bias and holding the other constant. The two intersection points between the wavelengths of the 

















coherence. The visibility map is calculated from far-field data and plotted as a contour color plot 
in Fig. 4.8(b) while varying currents  * and   from 2 to 8.5 mA, in 0.01 mA steps. The visibility 
map of Fig. 4.8(b) reveals bias regions of partial and high coherence. As expected, the highest 
coherence region is nominally along the diagonal, where currents  * and   are approximately 
equal. Notice the current range corresponding to high coherence region tends to decrease as the 
bias currents increase. We also observe other regions of partial coherence (offset but 
approximately parallel to the diagonal) and abrupt changes of visibility, which correspond to 
higher-order mode coupling or mode-hopping, as indicated by the multiple crossings and 
discontinuities in the spectral data of Fig. 4.8(a). 
 
Figure 4.8: (a) Peak wavelength of optical mode(s) in element 1 (red) and element 2 (blue) 
versus  , with  * = 8 mA. Shift in wavelength of both elements arises from ohmic heating from 






Figure 4.9: 30 Gb/s Eye diagram data, optical spectra, and far-field profile data of 2x1 photonic 
crystal VCSEL array when mutually incoherent (A1-3), higher order mode coupled (B1-3), and 
fundamental mode coupled (C1-3). Red (blue) arrows in spectra correspond to peaks from 
element 1 (2). Measured SNR is shown for open eye diagrams. 
 
 The effect of mutual coherence under a 30 Gb/s digital modulation is studied by 
measuring the eye diagram at bias currents corresponding to different degrees of coherence. The 
eye diagram, spectra, and far-field profile data are shown for the three points of coherence at 
biases indicated in Fig. 4.8. Point A corresponds to bias conditions for which there are multiple 
spectral peaks, (Fig. 4.9(A2)) and an incoherent far-field (Fig 4.9(A3)), which produce low 
coherence and a relatively poor eye diagram (Fig. 4.9(A1)). The eye diagram is significantly 
improved when the array is biased to mutually coherent conditions. For example, Point B 
corresponds to higher order mode coupling and leads to an improved eye diagram in Fig. 4.9(B1) 
with measured eye signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 4.19. The best eye diagram is shown in Fig. 
4.9(C1) (eye SNR = 4.83) and is obtained under the highest coherence conditions corresponding 
to the coupling between fundamental modes of each cavity. Spectral data in Fig. 4.9(C2) shows 





Figure 4.10: Measured 36 Gb/s eye diagram using 800 mV peak-to-peak non-return-to-zero 
(NRZ) modulation when 2x1 VCSEL array is mutually coherent. 
 
Using the coherence enhancement at Point C, we also achieved an open eye at 36 Gb/s 
shown in Fig. 4.10 and error-free performance with a BER<10-12  [53]. Since this data rate is for 
a device with a 101 Ùm2 gain aperture, we can calculate a current density of 16 kA/cm2. 
Additionally, this device is operated at 5 V and 16 mA, giving us an energy per bit ratio of á 0 â*ã |&ã äå/q = 2.2 D/å . For high-efficiency datacom application, a low current density (less than 10 æ/çà) and low energy per bit ratio are desired. Further optimization of the photonic 
crystal and ion-implantation designs can result in improved results, as discussed for future work 
in Chapter 5.  
4.6 Summary 
 
We have shown that the spectral coherence of 2x1 VCSEL arrays can be conveniently 
mapped using far-field profile data and 2-dimensional bias current variation. The visibility map 
clearly indicates that these microcavity laser arrays have a large stable coherence region 
approximately corresponding to the diagonal of equal biases of I1 and I2. This behavior motivates 
the modulation scheme where both elements are modulated in synchronicity. A single 
modulating signal applied to a coherently coupled VCSEL array could drive the array out of the 
locking region, introducing noise and distortion to the signal. The in-sync dual-modulation 
scheme we have discussed maintains the array within the locking region under modulation. 
Using the visibility, RIN, and THD maps should assist with determining the ‘sweet spot’ of high 
coherent coupling, low RIN, low distortion, and high-speed performance. The output digital 
signal is characterized at different points of coherence and the best eye diagram is found to 
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correspond to operation where the fundamental mode of each element is tuned to be mutually 
coherent. The fact that the highest small-signal modulation obtained from semiconductor lasers 
(37 GHz [7]) has been obtained from mutually coherent 2x1 VCSEL arrays, combined with our 
experiments here which show that these arrays are capable of digital modulation, suggests the 




CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
 
5.1 Conclusion  
In this dissertation, the properties arising from the optical coupling between two photonic 
oscillators are studied, and a unique condition is explored for enhancement of digital intensity 
modulation. This latter application in semiconductor laser diodes is critical to the physical 
infrastructure of the internet. Moreover, this dissertation improves our understanding of coupled 
laser dynamics through theory and experiment. The ion-implanted photonic-crystal VCSEL array 
platform provides a robust foundation for studying coupled lasers, with a strong potential for 
applications in high-speed datacom and structured light. Chapter 2 discussed coupled laser rate 
equations, which included the interactions between carriers and photons in both laser cavities. 
The complex coupling coefficient is an important parameter that determines both laser array 
dynamics and steady-state response. We showed that the imaginary part of the complex coupling 
coefficient is responsible for creating a gain-loss contrast between the in-phase and out-of-phase 
modes. Therefore, the mode with increased gain experiences a lower threshold than the 
fundamental single laser mode. Additionally, small-signal pole-zero analysis shows that the 
mode with a lower threshold is the preferred stable mode. This theoretical finding is 
demonstrated in the experimental data shown in Chapter 3. The effects of the complex coupling 
coefficient on VCSEL array dynamics are further explored in Chapter 2 by studying the motion 
of the poles and stability. Analysis of poles shows that the real part  determines the beat 
frequency between in-phase and out-of-phase modes, i.e., the oscillation rate of photons between 
the two laser cavities. The imaginary part, , determines the gain-loss contrast between the in-
phase and out-of-phase modes, which affects the damping rate of the energy that oscillates 
between the two laser cavities.  
Furthermore, we show that the oscillation of energy between cavities is heavily 
dependent on laser design and the modulation scheme, e.g., in-sync and out-of-sync modulation. 
Based on the coherence maps studied in Chapter 3, and for the practical implementation of 
VCSEL arrays in a multimode fiber optical link, we proposed the asymmetric laser array design 
in combination with in-sync modulation. Pole-zero analysis shows that asymmetric laser array 
design can expose both carrier-photon and photon-photon resonance poles during in-sync 
modulation. Additional practical advantages to in-sync modulation include coherent locking of 
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the VCSEL array during modulation and high peak-to-peak amplitude of signal power, as 
explored in Chapter 3.  
Chapter 2 also discussed small-signal analysis at the PT-symmetry breaking region and 
modal exceptional point of the laser array for a weakly coupled system. Asymmetry in the form 
of cavity detuning can be used to tune the VCSEL array to the exceptional point, which leads to 
a collapse of the PPR and CPR poles. At the PT-symmetry breaking region, the two laser 
supermodes become indistinguishable, but the laser cavities may have different field intensities. 
In the PT-symmetry region, the two laser cavities have identical field intensities, but 
distinguishable modes. At the exceptional point, both cavities become identical and the modes 
become indistinguishable. This leads to overlap between the CPR and PPR poles of both 
supermodes. This configuration of poles and zeros results in forced synchrony of modulating 
light in both cavities. For example, an out-of-sync perturbation in the input becomes in-sync in 
the output light. The unique behavior of laser array dynamics at modal exceptional point could 
lead to interesting applications for low noise systems.   
Experimentally mapping the locking region using output power, differential resistance, 
and visibility is shown in Chapter 3. We show that the locking region is highly discernible with 
far-field visibility maps, but the locking region can also be entirely detected through electrical 
means with differential resistance. This discovery motivates the integration of VCSEL arrays 
into photonic microsystems which could use electronic signals to detect successful locking of 
coupled VCSEL arrays and modulate them accordingly. Visibility maps are also used to study 
the effect of increased temperature or nonuniform fabrication. Increased ambient temperature is 
found to decrease the locking range, while nonuniform or asymmetric fabrication is found to 
shift bias currents for the locking region. Both effects are related to the lateral index profile 
defined by the implant, photonic crystal, current, and heat distribution.  Since the lateral index 
profile must be able to support one of the coupled supermodes, which competes with the 
individual laser modes, an index profile that is affected by heat or design must be tuned carefully 
with individual injection currents in order to gain preferred lasing in the coupled modes.  
In Chapter 4, we experimentally studied the effects of in-sync and single modulation on 
far-field visibility and harmonic distortion. We showed relative intensity noise and total 
harmonic distortion maps in the locking region. This study showed that relative intensity noise 
and signal distortion are reduced when the two lasers are coupled, and harmonic distortion is 
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improved for in-sync versus single-modulation. Next, in-sync modulation is used to show digital 
modulation results of coupled VCSELs. We show that the eye diagram of a 30 Gb/s PRBS is 
improved when the fundamental modes of the two lasers overlap, and the array is coupled in the 
out-of-phase mode. An error-free 36 Gb/s eye-diagram is also demonstrated at this point. 
Although this result was limited by available equipment, the high data rate demonstrated is 
sufficient proof that the digital modulation of coupled VCSEL arrays is possible. Since coupled 
VCSELs have shown small-signal bandwidths of over 30 GHz, which also were equipment 
limited, we expect higher data modulation rates are possible, possibly a path to direct modulation 
at 100 Gb/s.  
5.2 Future work  
5.2.1 Links between experiment, modeling, and theory  
 
Over the past decade, our understanding of ion-implanted photonic crystal VCSELs has 
improved thanks to multiple researchers. From theoretical perspectives, coupled-mode theory 
[54], [65], [66], injection-locking [8], and coupled rate equations [6], [10]  have been used to 
explain laser array coherence. Experimental demonstrations of coherence tuning, operation, and 
design have been explored as well [4], [18], [67]. In between experiment and theory, various 
effective index models have been used to model the photonic crystal VCSEL and predict 
supermodes [68]. In this dissertation, pole-zero analysis and 2-dimensional current maps for 
parameter extraction have been reported. With these advances of understanding, a logical next 
step is to systematically match theoretical models to experiment to further optimize the VCSEL 
array design. By developing an accurate feedback loop between design, experiment, and theory, 
various VCSEL array designs can be simulated, and novel new designs can be motivated through 






Figure 5.1: Diagram of relationships between theoretical calculations, modeling, and 
experimental data. 
 
 One important step for matching theory to experiment is the extraction of physical 
parameters from measured data. These physical parameters include 
D, 
 ,  , , ΔΩ, and other 
basic intrinsic laser parameters. Various data fitting, parameter extraction, and measurement 
techniques will need to be employed in order to create the links described in Fig. 5.1. Techniques 
to extract the complex coupling coefficient and spectral detuning have been discussed in Chapter 
3 and [50]. Phase can be extracted from near-field to far-field propagation [38], [69]. Carrier 
lifetime and linewidth enhancement factor can be extracted from small-signal measurements 
[70]. The photon lifetime can be extracted from slope efficiency [45], [71], 
 
D = èℎç 11 − é ê&Δê È   (5.1)  
 
Successive loops of fabrication and characterization to produce improvements in effective index 
modeling, matching models to design parameters, and optical mode-prediction will be required 





5.2.2 Coupling three or more VCSELs 
 
CRE theory can be used to model the dynamic behavior of N coupled lasers [25]. Modal 
characteristics of arrays of up to three elements have been studied using ion-implanted photonic-
crystal VCSELs [68]. Pole-zero analysis of CREs with three elements can also be derived using 
similar mathematical techniques as two elements. For example, for three elements that share 
photons only to adjacent elements can be modeled with the following normalized rate equations: 
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By following the derivation steps in Appendix B and expanding the pole-zero analysis 
code in Appendix C, the dynamics of three coupled lasers can be studied. We can also speculate 
on the number of poles and zeros, as supported by Table 5.1. A single laser, described by two 
rate equations, hence a 2x2 interaction matrix, consists of two complex poles. An injection-
locked laser, described by three rate equations, with a 3x3 interaction matrix, consists of three 
poles (two complex poles plus one real pole) and one zero. CREs of a 2x1 laser are described by 
five rate equations, a 5x5 interaction matrix, and hence has five poles and three zeros. As 
summarized in Table 5.1, the pattern suggests, the photon-photon resonance effect comes in pairs 
of pole-zeros. Therefore, we can speculate that a 3x1 CRE, described by eight equations, will 
have eight poles and six zeros. The addition of another coupled laser will add another pair of two 
complex poles, two complex zeros, one real pole, and one real zero.  
 
Table 5.1: Summary of pole-zero solutions for rate equations of a single laser, injection-locked 
laser, 2x1 laser array, or 3x1 locally coupled laser array. The number of poles and zeros for the 
3x1 array is speculated.  
Coupling Poles Zeros 
Single laser 2 0 
Injection locking 3 1 
2x1 5 3 





Figure 5.2: Example of using three element coupled laser array to extend bandwidth or to design 
for built-in pre-distortion or pulse shaping.  
 
With additional poles, placed strategically at different frequencies, the total bandwidth of 
the laser array can be further extended. For example, a CPR pole at 20 GHz with additional PPR 
poles at 40 GHz and 60 GHz could give a large modulation response, as shown in Fig. 5.2. 
However, the additional zeros provide a challenge in optimizing the design to result in a flat 
modulation response. On the other hand, certain system requirements may desire to enhance 
certain frequencies while damping others, which can also be possible with multiple poles and 
zeros.  
5.2.3 Differential phase modulation 
According to the beam-steering angle map (see Fig. 3.5(c)), the relative phase between 
the two elements is constant along the diagonal of equal currents but can be tuned by changing 
relative bias. Presumably, it may be possible to apply out-of-sync modulation in order to 
modulate the relative phase between VCSELs. However, since a multimode fiber is typically 
used to capture total light from the VCSEL array, the detection of relative phase change is 
challenging. However, it may be possible that the relative phase change causes a significant 
change in the global phase front of the VCSEL array output. A significant global phase change 
can be used for differential phase modulation (differential phase shift keying), which requires 
coherent detection. One method for creating a working optical link for DPSK with a VCSEL 
array and multimode fiber is using a 90-degree hybrid plus balanced detection [72]. Since high-
speed coherent detectors are commonly manufactured for telecom wavelengths, a custom 
datacom coherent detector would be needed. Ultimately, it may be possible to perform both 
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amplitude and phase modulation, i.e., QAM, with a coherently coupled VCSEL array. A more 
straightforward experiment to test if DPSK is possible is to use a Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
in the configuration shown in Fig. 5.2. 
 
Figure 5.2: Experimental setup for differential global phase detection with Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer. 
 
By applying a differential pulse signal (out-of-sync modulation) to the VCSEL array 
inputs, and by designing the MZI delay to be equal to the pulse width, DPSK (where the initial 
pulse signal interferes with the proceeding pulse) can be performed. Initially, interference from 
the MZI should create an interference pattern on the screen. When modulation is applied, the 
relative global phase change can be converted to intensity modulation that is visible on the 
screen. Alternatively, the screen can be replaced by an oscilloscope to measure the change in 
intensity. Additionally, it would be prudent to compare in-sync and out-of-sync modulation with 
this experimental setup.  
5.2.4 Exceptional point dynamics  
Section 2.7 showed that biasing the VCSEL array near an exceptional point could result 
in a rejection of differential noise, and Section 4.4 showed a decrease in total RIN near the 
region where the VCSEL array switches from out-of-phase to in-phase mode. It is likely that the 
VCSEL array was biased near an exceptional point or broken PT-symmetry at this region, which 
should be verified through measurements of relative phase between elements. The relative phase 
between VCSEL array elements can be extracted using far-field and near-field intensity profiles 
as inputs into a phase-retrieval algorithm such as the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm [73], [74]. By 
utilizing this method for multiple bias points, a 2-dimensional phase map can be created to 
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visualize the change in laser coupling as a function of injection currents. Additionally, extraction 
of the coupling coefficient [50] indicates the VCSEL array coupling strength ranges from weak 
to moderate. Therefore, pole-zero analysis of exceptional point dynamics for moderate coupling 
strength is warranted.  
5.2.5 Next-generation 2x1 VCSELs 
 
Figure 5.3: Mask designs of next-generation ion-implanted 2x1 VCSEL arrays with (a) smaller 
inner holes and spaced coupling holes, (b) larger holes in element two, and (c) larger 
implantation diameter for element 1. 
 
Based on the analysis in this dissertation, the next generation of 2x1 coherently coupled 
VCSELs have been designed to study asymmetry and mode-control. The aims of these 
improvements include single-mode operation, in-phase coupling, broader locking range, and a 
study of modulation with asymmetric designs. In order to achieve high-power single-mode ion-
implanted photonic-crystal VCSELs, the inner hole size is be made smaller, with diameters 
reaching 1.6 Ùm [20] (see Fig. 5.3(a)). For in-phase operation, loss in the coupling region 
between elements is reduced by shifting the coupling holes outward by 0.5 Ùm (see Fig. 5.3(a)). 
Finally, asymmetry is implemented by changing the hole diameter and implantation diameter 
between elements A and B (see Fig. 5.3(b-c)). Varying the photonic crystal hole diameter 
between elements has been shown to shift the locking region [39], but the difference in the hole 
or implant size may also change the photon or carrier lifetimes in either cavity, which can lead to 
changing modulation dynamics. A study of the coherent locking range, small-signal, and digital 
modulation of the next-generation VCSEL arrays should be performed using the tools and 
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APPENDIX A: HIGH-SPEED PHOTONIC CRYSTAL VCSEL ARRAY PROCESS 
SHEET 
 
0. ______Cleave      Cleave, take ID photo, degrease (Acetone, IPA,  
DI, IPA) and N2 dry. Note: no identification 
scratch/label on backside, reduces durability 
 
1. ______SiO2 Deposition:     Degrease 
   ~ 4000 Å – Time: ______ min, Rate: ______ Å/min 
    (750 seconds at low dep rate on Trion for 4000 Å) 
   Thickness: ______Å (ellipsometer) 
 
2. ______Mesa + PhC     Degrease 
    photolithography:     Dehydration bake (110 oC for 5 min) 
  HMDS vapor prime 
        AZ5214 spread (3 s 500 rpm 250rpm/s) 
        AZ5214 spin (30 s 4000 rpm 1000rpm/s) 
   Bake (110 oC for 45 s) 
   Edge bead removal 1min (aligner C at 9mW/cm2) 
AZ400K 1:4 time: ________      
   Mask: HIGH-SPEED MULTI ARRAYS - phc/isolation  
   Expose: 30s: (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) Use 
gasket+vacuum 
   Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
   Develop in AZ400K 1:5 (~ 40-50 s): _______s 
 
3. ______SiO2 Etch:      O2 plasma descum (250W for 3min) 
        CF4 RIE on Oxford Freon ICP RIE for > 4000 Å (2min) 
        Time: _______min  
        Make sure field conducts before proceeding! If  
     not, more etching is required before PR removal. 
   Remove PR mask (Acetone, IPA, DI, IPA, O2 plasma) 
   Alpha-step:  _______µm 
 
4. ______Implant aperture     Degrease 
    photolithography:     Dehydration bake (110 oC for 5 min) 
   NO HMDS spin, double spin better without it 
   AZ9260 spread (5 s 500 rpm 250rpm/s) 
   AZ9260 spin (30 s 1600 rpm 1000rpm/s) 
   AZ9260 spin (3 s 3000 rpm 3000rpm/s) 
   Soft-bake (110 oC for 2:45 min) 
   Edge bead removal (3 min on C, ~1:30min AZ400K 1:2 
dilution) 




   Mask: Coherent Array – Implant/Mesa & PhC - BJT 
        Expose: ~3.8 min (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
   Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
   Develop in AZ400K 1:4 (~5min before field is totally 
clear): _______s 
   O2 plasma descum (500W for ~3-9 min) 
   Goal (>10 µm) Alpha-step:  _______µm 
   UV harden on Flood expose Aligner A for 10 minutes 
 
5. ______Send for implant:  Kroko aperture implant schedule, at 7° tilt: 
     protons 330 keV 5x1014 /cm2     
 
6. ______Remove implant PR:    Warm Acetone soak 1hr. Acetone squirt gun.  
   O2 plasma descum (1000W for 5 min) 
        Boiling acetone (40 oC) / Squirt gun/Swab 
        Repeat steps above until sample is clean 
 
7. ______Stacked implant     Degrease 
    photolithography:     Dehydration bake (110 oC for 5 min) 
   NO HMDS spin, double spin better without it 
   AZ9260 spread (5 s 500 rpm 250rpm/s) 
   AZ9260 spin (30 s 1600 rpm 1000rpm/s) 
   AZ9260 spin (3 s 3000 rpm 3000rpm/s) 
   Soft-bake (110 oC for 2:45 min) 
   Edge bead removal (3 min on C, ~1:30min AZ400K 1:2 
dilution) 
   Wait 10min after bake/before mask exposure for 
rehydration 
   Mask: HIGH-SPEED MULTI ARRAYS - phc/isolation 
        Expose: ~3.8 min (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
   Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
   Develop in AZ400K 1:4 (~5min before field is totally 
clear): _______s 
   O2 plasma descum (500W for ~3-9 min) 
   Goal (>10 µm) Alpha-step:  _______µm 
   UV harden on Flood expose Aligner A for 10 minutes 
 
8. ______Send for implant:  Kroko Stacked H+ implant, 7° tilt 
protons 330 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
protons 300 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
protons 260 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
protons 210 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
protons 160 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
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protons 100 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
oxygen 300 keV 5x1013 /cm2 
oxygen 150 keV 5x1013 /cm2 
oxygen   50 keV 5x1013 /cm2     
 
9. ______Remove implant PR:    O2 plasma descum (1000W for 8 min) 
        Boiling acetone (40 oC) / Squirt gun 
        Repeat steps above until sample is clean 
 
10. ______ICP Etch:      Clean ICP-RIE using O2 
   Use ICP-RIE SiCl4/Ar recipe and reflectometry  
     Setup 
Skip HCl  
(SiCl4 4sccm Ar 5sccm Pr 3.5mT RF 250W ICP 25W 
~22min) 
        Etch according to required etch depth 
         (stop at GaAs/high signal layer 1-4 DBR pair past active) 
        Time: _______min (rate: ________Å/min) 
        Alpha-step:  _______µm 
 
11. ______Bottom contact     Degrease  
     photolithography:     Dehydration bake (110 °C for 5 min)  
  HMDS spin (10 s 4000 rpm) 
  AZ9260 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
  AZ9260 spin (30 s 5000 rpm) 
  Bake (110 oC for 3 min)  
  Edge bead removal – 2 min on Aligner C 
  Mask: HI SPEED MULTI ARRAYS – mid/fanmetal 
  Expose: 2.6 min (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
  Power: ______W; Time: ______s  
  Develop in AZ 400K 1:3 (~ 2min): _____ 
 
12. ______Bottom contact (n):    O2 plasma descum (500W for 3 min) 
        DI rinse (1 min) 
        Dip in 1:10 NH4OH:DI for 20 s 
        Gradually mix in DI. Leave under running DI (10 min) 
        Target:  400 Å Au-Ge / 200 Å Ni / 1500 Å Au 
         Actual:  ____Å Au-Ge / ____Å Ni / _____Å Au 
 
13. ______Metal Liftoff:     Boiling acetone (40 oC) / Squirt gun 
 
14. ______SiO2 mask removal:    Plasmatherm CF4 RIE for < 4000 Å (~ 2 min) (see color) 
     (CF4 10sccm Pr 10mT RF1 150W DC bias ~350 RF2 0W) 
        Check if the mesas conduct  
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   Continue etching 30s-1 min increments until  
     mesas conduct  
   Time: _______min 
 
 
15. ______Top contact     Degrease 
      photolithography     Dehydration bake (110 oC for 5 min) 
        HMDS liquid (5000 rpm 30s) 
        LOR30B spread (4 s 400 rpm 200rpm/s) 
        LOR30B spin (60 s 4000 rpm 1000rpm/s) (~3um thick) 
   Remove whiskers but skip Edge bead removal. Clean 
back with remover PG  
   Bake (170 oC slow rise for 10 min total), clean edges 
   AZ5214 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
        AZ5214 spin (30 s 4000 rpm) 
   Bake (110 oC for 45 s) 
   Edge bead removal - 1 min exposure on Aligner C and 2 
min AZ400K 1:4 development. Will remove most of LOR. 
Use razor to peel off leftover LOR edgebead 
  Mask: Coherent Array – Planarization/Top Metal 
   Expose: 30 s (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) hard contact 
   Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
   Reversal bake (110 oC for 45 s) 
   Flood exposure 30 s (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
   Develop in AZ 917 MIF (~ 40 s):____s   
   Check pattern:  small LOR undercut desired 
 
16. ______Top contact (p):     O2 plasma descum (300W for 2 min) 
   DI rinse (1 min) 
   Dip in 1:10 NH4OH:DI for 20 s 
   Gradually mix in DI. Leave under running DI (10 min) 
        Target:  150 Å Ti / 1600 Å Au 
         Actual:  ______Å Ti / ______Å Au 
 
17. ______Metal Liftoff:     Remover PG only. No Acetone on LOR 
        1st Bath: Remover PG Ambient – 80 oC 
        2nd Bath: Remover PG Ambient – 80 oC 
        3rd Bath: IPA 
        DI rinse 
 
18. ______Contact annealing     400 oC for > 5 min using oxidation/anneal furnace 
 
19. ______Test      Check for lasing and electrical isolation 





for (Optional – Shallow Isolation Etch) 
 
20. ______Optional isolat. implant    Degrease 
      etch photolithography:    Dehydration bake (110 oC for 5 min) 
   HMDS spin (30 s 4000 rpm) 
   AZ5214 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
   AZ5214 spin (30 s 4000 rpm) 
   Bake (110 oC for 4 min) 
   Edge bead removal  
  Mask: HIGH-SPEED MULTI ARRAYS - phc/isolation 
   Expose: 27 s (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
   Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
   Develop in AZ917 MIF (~ 45 s): _______s 
   O2 plasma descum (300W for 3 min) 
 
21. ______Optional isol. wet etch     1:1:100 H2O2:H3PO4:DI  or  1:1 C6H8O7:H2O2 
        Depth target: ________ 
   Time: _______min (rate: ________Å/min) 
        Alpha-step:  _______µm 
        Check for sufficient electrical isolation  
        Degrease to remove PR 
end (Optional – Shallow Isolation Etch) 
 
22. ______Planarization (PI)                 Degrease 
                          Dehydration bake (125 oC for 3 min) 
   NMP ramp (250 rpm/sec) 
   NMP spin (60 s 5000 rpm) 
   HD 4104 ramp (300 rpm/sec) 
   HD 4104 spin (60 s 2000 rpm) 
        Edge bead removal with razor blade 
        Backside clean (PA401D swab or NMP swab) 
         !!! Wait for NMP on backside to dry before bake! 
        Bake (90 oC for 100 sec + 100 oC for 100 sec more) 
        Alpha-step edge bead: ________μm 
     Mask: Coherent Array – Planarization/Top Metal 
        Expose: 13 sec (Aligner C, I-line 365 nm at 9 W/cm2) 
         (Dose of 117 mJ/cm2) 
   Wait > 5 min 
        Develop with PA401D: _______s (50 s) 
        Rinse with PA400R: _______s (30 s) 
   O2 plasma descum (500W for ~3 min) 
                                                               Alpha-step: _____ μm (double required height) 
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   PI cure (PI should shrink down by ~ 50%) 
 (in oven: ramp up 5 oC /min – 260 oC soak 30 min) 
 (ramp down 10 oC /min – 25 oC) 
 (move to furnace: 400oC soak ~45-60min) 
 Polyimide should be color of Kapton tape 
                                Alpha-step: Field _____μm, Mesa crown _____μm,  
    Via crown _____μm 
   CF4 RIE: RF 25%, 35mT, 60% O2, 10% CF4 
    (etch rate of 0.16-0.2 μm/min)  
   Time: _____min,  Rate: _____ μm/min 
     (etch until openings are clear)  
                                                               Alpha-step: _____μm 
 
 
23. ______Fan metal      Degrease 
      photolithography:     Dehydration bake (125 oC for 3 min)  
   LOR30B spread (4 s 400 rpm 200rpm/s) 
        LOR30B spin (60 s 3000 rpm 1000rpm/s) (~6um thick) 
   Remove whiskers but skip Edge bead removal. Clean 
back with remover PG  
   Bake (170 oC slow rise for 10 min total), clean edges 
   AZ5214 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
        AZ5214 spin (30 s 4000 rpm) 
   Bake (110 oC for 45 s) 
   Edge bead removal - 1 min exposure on Aligner C and 2 
min AZ400K 1:4 development. Will remove most of LOR. 
Use razor to peel off leftover LOR edgebead 
  Mask: Coherent Array – Planarization/Top Metal 
   Expose: 30 s (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) hard contact 
   Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
   NO Reversal bake  
   Develop in AZ 917 MIF (~ 1min 35 s):____s  
   Check undercut 
 
 
24. ______Fan metal (p):     O2 plasma descum (300W for 2 min) 
        DI rinse (1 min) 
   Dip in 1:10 NH4OH:DI for 20 s 
   Gradually mix in DI. Leave under running DI (10 min) 
 
        Target:  150 Å Ti / 10000 Å Au 






25. ______Metal Liftoff:     Remover PG only. No Acetone on LOR 
        1st Bath: Remover PG Ambient – 80 oC 
        2nd Bath: Remover PG Ambient – 80 oC 
        3rd Bath: IPA 
        DI rinse 
 




APPENDIX B: DERIVATION AND SMALL-SIGNAL ANALYSIS OF ASYMMETRIC 
COUPLED RATE EQUATIONS 
 
B.1: Derivation of normalized CRE 
 
We start with coupled density rate equations, keeping the asymmetric coupling coefficients.   . The constants in  í,îFªïðð   are also considered to be unequal, which leads to later 




D.    = X2  − 1 −  !" +  p − Æ +    = X2  − 1 −  !" +  p − Æ +   
First, we concentrate on the field rate equation for cavity A. The derivation steps would be 
identical for field in cavity B. We must separate the phase term from field  = ||d: ||d = X2  − 1 −  !"||d +  p − Æ||d +  ||d 
Simplify the left side and multiply both sides by dT .  || d +   ||d= X2  − 1 −  !"||d +  p − Æ||d+  ||d  
 || +   ||= X2  − 1 −  !"|| +  p − Æ|| +  ||dT 
 -------------------------------- 
Aside: For the coupling term:  ||dT, we will split it into real and imaginary parts 
with the steps here: 
First use Euler’s equation:  ||dT =  #|| cos −  +  || sin − ' =   || cos −  − || sin −  
Now we split  into real and imaginary parts  =  +   =    +  || cos −  −  +  || sin −  =   || cos −  − || cos −  − || sin − −  || sin −  =  #|| cos −  − || sin − ' − 
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#|| cos −  + || sin − ' 
We finished splitting the coupling coefficient into real and imaginary parts. We can also define 
relative phase as  =  − . =  #|| cos − || sin' − #|| sin + || cos' 
-------------------------------- 
We can substitute the real and imaginary coupling coefficient terms back into the field rate 
equation.  || +   ||= X2  − 1 −  !"|| +  p − Æ||+  #|| cos − || sin' − #|| cos + || sin' 
We split the field rate equations into the real and imaginary components. The real component 
will be the equation for 
|ñ|  and the imaginary component is the equation for  ||. 
First, considering the real components only, we get: || = X2  − || − #|| cos + || sin' 
We substitute the following normalizations. Notice that the different carrier and photon lifetimes 
are individually defined for cavity A and B: Z, ≡ [
,, V, ≡ 1 + X,
D,À, − Á 
Rearranging the normalizations, we get: , = À
,ÁT*/Z, À, − Á = ÀV, − 1ÁÀX,
D,ÁT* 
Substitute the normalizations into the field rate equation: Z À
ÁT*/= X2 V − 1ÀX
DÁT*À
ÁT*/Z− #À
ÁT*/Z cos + À
ÁT*/Z sin' 
Multiply both sides by À
ÁM*/ Z = X2 V − 1ÀX
DÁT*Z − # cos +  sin'Z

 








Now we consider the imaginary parts of the field rate equation:   || = − !" X2  − || +  p − Æ||+  #|| cos − || sin' 
Divide both sides by  ||:  = − !" X2  −  +  p − Æ +  f òò cos −  òò sing 
Substitute the normalized terms to obtain the phase rate equation of cavity A: 
 = − !"2
D V − 1 + p − Æ + # cos −  sin' ZZ 

 
Now we follow the same steps for the equation of element B.  ||d = X2  − 1 −  !"||d +  p − Æ||d +  ||d  
Simplify the left side and multiply by dT.  || d +   ||d= X2  − 1 −  !"||d +  p − Æ||d+  ||d  
 || +   ||= X2  − 1 −  !"|| +  p − Æ|| +  ||dTT 
---------------------------- 
Aside: For the coupling term  ||dTT, we will split it into real and imaginary parts 
with the steps here: 
First use Euler’s equation:  ||dTT =  #|| cos −  −  || sin − ' =   || cos −  + || sin −  
Now we split  into real and imaginary parts  =  +  : =    +  || cos −  +  +  || sin −  =   || cos −  − || cos −  + || sin − +  || sin −  =  #|| cos −  + || sin − ' + #|| sin −  − || cos − ' 
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We finished splitting the coupling coefficient into real and imaginary parts. We can define  =  −  =  #|| cos + || sin' + #|| sin − || cos' 
-------------------------------- 
Substitute real and imaginary coupling coefficients back into the field rate equation: || +   ||= X2  − 1 −  !"|| +  p − Æ||+  #|| cos + || sin' + #|| sin − || cos' 
 
We split the equations into the real and imaginary components. The real component will be the 
equation for 
|ñ|  and the imaginary component is the equation for  ||.  
First, we consider the real components: || = X2  − || + #|| sin − || cos' 
We substitute the following normalizations: Z, ≡ [
,, V, ≡ 1 + X
D,À, − Á 
Rearranging the normalizations, we get: , = À
,ÁT*/Z, À, − Á = ÀV, − 1ÁÀX
D,ÁT* 
Substituting the normalized parameters into the field rate equation, we obtain: Z À
ÁT*/= X2 V − 1ÀX
DÁT*À
ÁT*/Z+ #À
ÁT*/Z sin − À
ÁT*/Z cos' 
 
Multiply both sides by À
ÁM*/ and simplify to obtain the normalized field rate 
equation of cavity B.  
Z = X2 V − 1ÀX










Now consider the imaginary parameters of the field rate equation:   || = − !" X2  − || +  p − Æ||+  #|| cos + || sin' 
 
Divide by  || to obtain:  = −!" X2  −  + p − Æ + f òò cos +  òò sing 
Substitute normalized variables to get the phase rate equation of cavity B:  = −!" X2 V − 1ÀX
DÁT* + p − Æ
+ ë  ZZ 

  cos +   ZZ 

 sinì 
  = − !"2
D V − 1 + p − Æ + ë  ZZ 





Now, to get relative phase rate equation 
 , we subtract the phase rate equations of cavities A 
and B,  
 =  −  :  = − !"2
D V − 1 + p − Æ + ë  ZZ 





D V − 1 + p − Æ + # cos −  sin' ZZ 

 ô 
Then we rearrange and simplify the phase rate equation: 
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 = − !"2
D V − 1 + p − Æ + ë  ZZ 





D V − 1 − p − Æ
+ ë− ZZ 

  cos +  ZZ 

  sinìô 
  = − !"2
D V − 1 + !"2
D V − 1 + p − Æ − p − Æ
+ ë  ZZ 

  cos +   ZZ 

 sinì
+ ë− ZZ 

  cos +  ZZ 

  sinì 
 




D − Æ − Æ +   ZZ 

  cos
−  ZZ 

  cos +   ZZ 

 sin +  ZZ 

  sin 
 
Note that the phase rate equation depends on the difference between cavity resonance, so we can 




D − ΔΩ +   ZZ 

  cos −  ZZ 

  cos
+   ZZ 

 sin +  ZZ 

  sin 
 
The derivation of the carrier terms is unchanged with asymmetry. The derivation for the A and B 
elements is identical, so only one is followed here.   =  − 
 −  +  − || 
Next, we make the following normalized substitutions: 
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V ≡ 1 + X
D −  Y ≡ 1 + X
D
 −  
 V ÀX
DÁT* =    V − 1ÀX
DÁT* +  =   = 1
 )Y − 1ÀX
DÁT* + . || = À
,ÁT*Z  = 1Γ
D 
Substituting the normalized terms into the carrier rate equation, we obtain: V ÀX
DÁT*= 1
 Y − 1ÀX
DÁT* + 1
  − 1
 V − 1ÀX
DÁT*+ 1
  −  õ 1Γ
D + V − 1ÀX
DÁT*ö À
ÁT*Z 
Simplify to obtain the final carrier rate equation: V = 1
 Y − 1 − 1
 V − 1 − #1 + V − 1'
T*Z V = Y
 − V
 − VZ
  V = 1
 #Y − VZ + 1' 
 
B.2 Frequency domain small-signal analysis of normalized asymmetric CRE 
First, we start with the field density rate equation. 
Z = VZ2
D − Z2
D −  cos Z

 −  sin Z

 
Take implicit derivative of both sides.  
 fZ g = VZ2
D + VZ2
D − Z2
D +  sin Z

  −  cos Z


−  cos Z

  −  sin Z

 
Group like terms.  
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 fZ g =  Z2
D V +  V2
D − 12
D Z
+ ó sin Z

 −  cos Z

ô 
+ ó− cos 

 −  sin 

ô Z 
From the terms in the parentheses, we can see the elements of matrix A.   
_\ = Z2
D __ = V2
D − 12
D 
_ =  sin Z

 −  cos Z

 
__ = − cos 





Repeat steps for field density in cavity B. 
Z = 12
D V − 1Z + # sin −  cos'Z

 
Take derivative of both sides.  
 fZ g = VZ2
D + VZ2
D − Z2
D +  cos Z

  +  sin 

 Z
+  sin Z





 fZ g =  Z2
D V +  V2
D Z + − 12
D Z + ó cos Z

ô 
+ ó sin 

ô Z + ó sin Z

ô 





  fZ g =  Z2
D V +  V2
D − 12
D Z
+ ó cos Z

 +  sin Z

ô 
+ ó sin 

 −  cos 

ô Z 
 _\ = Z2
D __ = V2
D − 12
D 
_ =  cos Z

 +  sin Z

 
__ =  sin 

 −  cos 

 
For the phase term: 




D − Δ +   ZZ 

  cos −  ZZ 

  cos
+   ZZ 

 sin +  ZZ 





Taking derivative of both sides:  = !"2 V
D − V
D 
+  1Z 

  cosZ −   ZZ 

  cos Z
−   ZZ 

  sin  −  1Z 

  cos Z
+  ZZ 

  cos Z +  ZZ 

  sin 
+  1Z 

 sin Z −   ZZ 

 sin Z
+   ZZ 

 cos  +  1Z 

  sin Z
−  ZZ 

  sin Z +  ZZ 

  cos  
 
  =  !"2
D V + − !"2
D V
+ ó 1Z 

  cos +  ZZ 

  cos −  ZZ 

  sin
+  1Z 

 sinô Z
+ ó−  ZZ 

  cos −  1Z 

  cos −   ZZ 

 sin
+  1Z 

  sinô Z
+ ó−  ZZ 

  sin +  ZZ 

  sin +   ZZ 

 cos
+  ZZ 

  cosô  
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The matrix A elements will be:  
 \ = !"2
D \ = − !"2
D 
_ =  1Z 

  cos +  ZZ 

  cos −  ZZ 

  sin
+  1Z 

 sin 
_ = −  ZZ 

  cos −  1Z 

  cos −   ZZ 

 sin
+  1Z 

  sin 
 = −  ZZ 

  sin +  ZZ 

  sin +   ZZ 

 cos
+  ZZ 

  cos 
 
For the carrier rate equations: V = Y
 − V
 − VZ




   fV g = ¡ 1
¤ Y + − 1
 − Z
 V + ¡− 2VZ
 ¤ Z 
The equation for element B would be identical: 
 fV g = ¡ 1
¤ Y + − 1
 − Z
 V + ¡− 2VZ
 ¤ Z 
The matrix A elements are:  
\\ = − 1
 − Z
 \_ = − 2VZ























All matrix elements:  
_\ = Z2
D __ = 12
D V − 1 
_ = Z ó sin 

 −  cos 

ô 
__ = − cos 

 −  sin 

 _\ = Z2
D __ = 12
D V − 1 
_ = Z ó cos 

 +  sin 

ô 
__ =  sin 

 −  cos 

 \ = !"2
D \ = − !"2
D 
_ =  1Z 

  cos +  ZZ 

  cos −  ZZ 

  sin





_ = −  ZZ 

  cos −  1Z 

  cos −   ZZ 

 sin
+  1Z 

  sin 
 = −  ZZ 

  sin +  ZZ 

  sin +   ZZ 

 cos
+  ZZ 

  cos 
 \\ = − 1
 − Z
 \_ = − 2VZ
  \\ = − 1
 − Z






APPENDIX C: MATLAB CODE FOR POLE-ZERO ANALYSIS 
Script parameters.m  
% Type your parameter values into this script. It will create a ‘inputs’ structure array that will hold all input 
variables.  
clear all  
tau_NA = 2e-9; %1 Couldren: 2.63ns [s] 
tau_NB = 2.0e-9; %2 [s/rad] 
tau_pA = 2.0e-12; %3 Couldren: 2.3ps [s] 
tau_pB = 2.0e-12; %4 [s] 
QA = 10; %linspace(0.1,3,50);  %5 [unitless] 
QB = 10; %6 [unitless] 
kappa_rAB = 0.06/tau_pA; %7 [rad/s] 
kappa_iAB = 0.002/tau_pA; %8 [rad/s] 0.05 
kappa_rBA = 0.06/tau_pA; %9 [rad/s] 
kappa_iBA = 0.002/tau_pA; %10 [rad/s] 
dOmega = 0; %11 %[rad/s] 
alpha_H = 4; %12 [unitless] 
 
 
%% Initialize parameters 
[inputs.tau_NA, inputs.tau_NB, inputs.tau_pA, inputs.tau_pB, inputs.QA, inputs.QB, ... 
    inputs.kappa_rAB, inputs.kappa_iAB, inputs.kappa_rBA, inputs.kappa_iBA, inputs.dOmega, inputs.alpha_H] ...  
    = ndgrid(tau_NA, tau_NB, tau_pA, tau_pB, QA, QB, ... 
    kappa_rAB, kappa_iAB, kappa_rBA, kappa_iBA, dOmega, alpha_H); %Makes up to an 12D matrix of all 
parameters 
 
coupled_rate_eqn_all_params %Call this function to start the calculation process 
 
Script coupled_rate_eqn_all_params.m 
%This script is a nest of for loops to go through all input parameters. It is modified to do parallel 
%computing for multiple values of dOmega 
 
iterall = ones([1 12]); 
paramsize = size(inputs.dOmega); 
for i= 1:length(paramsize) 




initialize3 %script to initialize output parameters 
i=1; j=1; k=1; l=1; m=1; n=1; o=1; p=1; q=1; r=1; s=1;t=1; 
%%  
 
%11 nested for-loops to iterate over all possible parameters! 
for i = 1:iterall(1) %tau_NA 
    for j = 1:iterall(2) %tau_NB  
        for k = 1:iterall(3) %tau_pA  
            for l = 1:iterall(4) %tau_pB 
                for m = 1:iterall(5) %QA 
                    for n = 1:iterall(6) %QB 
                        for o = 1:iterall(7) %kappa_rAB  
                            for p = 1:iterall(8) %kappa_iAB  
                                for q = 1:iterall(9) %kappa_rBA  
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                                    for r = 1:iterall(10) %kappa_iBA  
                                        parfor s = 1:iterall(11) %dOmega  
                                            %for t = 1:iterall(12) %alpha_H  
                                                pnt = {i j k l m n o p q r s t}; %pointer current iteration number 
                                                disp(pnt) 
                                                dummy = mainfunctioncaller(pnt, inputs); %script that handles calling functions 
                                                fields{s} = fieldnames(dummy);  
                                                temp{s} = struct2cell(dummy); 
                                                 
                                                 
                                            %end 
                                            
                                        end 
                                        s = iterall(11);  
                                        pnt = {i j k l m n o p q r s t}; 
                                        outputs = reassign(temp, fields, outputs, pnt);  %script to reassign cell values to output 
structure  
                                    end 
                                end 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 




%This script initialized all variables in ‘inputs’ and ‘outputs’ structure arrays.  
 
outputs.P_1A = zeros([5 paramsize]); %poles of field in phase element A 
outputs.P_2A = zeros([5 paramsize]); %poles of field out of phase element A 
outputs.Z_1A = zeros([3 paramsize]); %zeros of field in phase element A 
outputs.Z_2A = zeros([3 paramsize]); %zeros of field out of phase element A 
outputs.P_1B = zeros([5 paramsize]); %poles of field in phase element B 
outputs.P_2B = zeros([5 paramsize]); %poles of field out of phase element B 
outputs.Z_1B = zeros([3 paramsize]); %zeros of field in phase element B 
outputs.Z_2B = zeros([3 paramsize]); %zeros of field out of phase element B 
outputs.P_p1 = zeros([5 paramsize]); %poles of phase in phase  
outputs.P_p2 = zeros([5 paramsize]); %poles of phase out of phase  
outputs.Z_p1 = zeros([5 paramsize]); %zeros of phase in phase   
outputs.Z_p2 = zeros([5 paramsize]); %zeros of phase out of phase  
outputs.P_M1A = zeros([5 paramsize]); %poles of carriers in phase element A 
outputs.P_M2A = zeros([5 paramsize]); %poles of carriers out of phase element A 
outputs.P_M1B = zeros([5 paramsize]); %poles of phase in phase element B 
outputs.P_M2B = zeros([5 paramsize]); %poles of phase out of phase element B 
outputs.Z_M1A = zeros([5 paramsize]); %zeros of carriers  in phase element A 
outputs.Z_M2A = zeros([5 paramsize]); %zeros of carriers  out of phase element A 
outputs.Z_M1B = zeros([5 paramsize]); %zeros of carriers  in phase element B 
outputs.Z_M2B = zeros([5 paramsize]); %zeros of carriers  out of phase element B 
%The number of zeros in solution for M or phi can vary between 3 to 5. I 
%initialize for all 5, but then remove extra zeros in mainfunctioncaller. 





























inputs.phi_guess_1 = 0;  
inputs.phi_guess_2 = pi;  
 
function mainfunctioncaller. 
%This function goes through the steady state and dynamic pole-zero solver functions and properly assigns 
the solutions to the outputs structure.   
 
function [outputs] = mainfunctioncaller(pnt, inputs) 
%% Input/Output preperation 
  
tau_NA_tmp = inputs.tau_NA(pnt{:}); %assign value from matrix of inputs to temp variable 
tau_NB_tmp = inputs.tau_NB(pnt{:}); 
tau_pA_tmp = inputs.tau_pA(pnt{:}); 
tau_pB_tmp = inputs.tau_pB(pnt{:}); 
QA_tmp = inputs.QA(pnt{:}); 
QB_tmp = inputs.QB(pnt{:}); 
kappa_rAB_tmp = inputs.kappa_rAB(pnt{:}); 
kappa_iAB_tmp = inputs.kappa_iAB(pnt{:}); 
kappa_rBA_tmp = inputs.kappa_rAB(pnt{:}); %I equalize AB=BA here. Change these lines to simulate unequal 
coupling coefficient 
kappa_iBA_tmp = inputs.kappa_iAB(pnt{:}); 
dOmega_tmp = inputs.dOmega(pnt{:}); 
alpha_H_tmp = inputs.alpha_H(pnt{:}); 
 
Inputs = {tau_NA_tmp, tau_NB_tmp, tau_pA_tmp, tau_pB_tmp, ... 
    QA_tmp, QB_tmp, kappa_rAB_tmp, kappa_iAB_tmp, kappa_rBA_tmp, kappa_iBA_tmp, ... 
    dOmega_tmp, alpha_H_tmp}; %Cell array of inputs 
 
Outputs = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}; %Cell array of outputs 
 




[Outputs{:}] = Solver_caller(Inputs, inputs.phi_guess_1, inputs.phi_guess_2); %Solve steady state 
 
outputs.Ya_1 = Outputs{1}; %assign temp outputs to matrix of outputs 
outputs.Yb_1 = Outputs{2}; 
outputs.phi_1 = Outputs{3}; 
outputs.Ma_1 = Outputs{4}; 
outputs.Mb_1 = Outputs{5}; 
outputs.Ya_2 = Outputs{6}; 
outputs.Yb_2 = Outputs{7}; 
outputs.phi_2 = Outputs{8}; 
outputs.Ma_2 = Outputs{9}; 
outputs.Mb_2 = Outputs{10}; 
 
%% Use previous phi result to guess next one. Common to use default 0 and pi guesses defined in initialize3 script.  
%phi_guess_1 = phi_1(pnt{:}); %We could use the newest phi calculated to be the guess for the next rootsearch. 
Should be faster.  
%phi_guess_2 = phi_2(pnt{:}); %But I found this tended to mixup in-phase 
                               %and out of phase, so I will leave the ph_guess to be default 0 and pi.  
% if isnan(phi_guess_1) 
%     phi_guess_1 = 0; %Solution 1 is inphase 
% end 
% if isnan(phi_guess_2) 
%     phi_guess_2 = pi; %Solution 2 is outofphase 
% end 
%% Steady state analysis 
 
outputs.ga_1 = 1/(2*inputs.tau_pA(pnt{:}))*(outputs.Ma_1-1); %gain of cavity A, solution 1 
outputs.ga_2 = 1/(2*inputs.tau_pA(pnt{:}))*(outputs.Ma_2-1); 
outputs.gb_1 = 1/(2*inputs.tau_pB(pnt{:}))*(outputs.Mb_1-1); 
outputs.gb_2 = 1/(2*inputs.tau_pB(pnt{:}))*(outputs.Mb_2-1); 
 
outputs.dg_1 = outputs.gb_1 - outputs.ga_1; %Gain contrast mode 1 calculation 
outputs.domega_1= inputs.dOmega(pnt{:}) + inputs.alpha_H(pnt{:})*outputs.dg_1; %detuning contrast mode 1 
calculation 
outputs.dg_2 = outputs.gb_2 - outputs.ga_2;%Gain contrast mode 2 calculation 
outputs.domega_2 = inputs.dOmega(pnt{:}) + inputs.alpha_H(pnt{:})*outputs.dg_2;%detuning contrast mode 2 
calculation 
 
outputs.r1 = outputs.Yb_1/outputs.Ya_1*exp(1i*outputs.phi_1); %field amplitude ratio, solution 1 
outputs.r2 = outputs.Yb_2/outputs.Ya_2*exp(1i*outputs.phi_2);%field amplitude ratio, solution 2 
 
%% Small-signal analysis 
 
A_1 = matrixA_asym(Inputs, Outputs(1:5)); %Create small-signal matrix A (solution 1 in-phase solution) 
A_2 = matrixA_asym(Inputs, Outputs(6:10));%Create small-signal matrix A (solution 2 out-of-phase solution) 
 
if ~any(any(isnan(A_1))) 
    [outputs.Z_1A, outputs.P_1A, outputs.stability_1A, outputs.tfunction1A, ... 
        outputs.Z_1B, outputs.P_1B, outputs.stability_1B, outputs.tfunction1B, ... 
        Z_p1_tmp, outputs.P_p1, outputs.tfunction1phi, ... 
        Z_M1A_tmp, outputs.P_M1A, outputs.tfunctionM1A, ... 
        Z_M1B_tmp, outputs.P_M1B, outputs.tfunctionM1B] = pzsolve_asym(A_1);  %Solve for poles and zeros from 
matrix A (inphase)  
 




    outputs.Z_M1A= Z_M1A_tmp; %So remember to ignore the extra zeros when plotting/further processessing! 
    outputs.Z_M1B = Z_M1B_tmp; 
     
else 




    [outputs.Z_2A, outputs.P_2A, outputs.stability_2A, outputs.tfunction2A, ... 
        outputs.Z_2B, outputs.P_2B, outputs.stability_2B, outputs.tfunction2B, ... 
        Z_p2_tmp, outputs.P_p2, outputs.tfunction2phi, ... 
        Z_M2A_tmp, outputs.P_M2A(:,pnt{:}), outputs.tfunctionM2A, ... 
        Z_M2B_tmp, outputs.P_M2B(:,pnt{:}), outputs.tfunctionM2B] = pzsolve_asym(A_2);  %pole zeros of 
outofphase 
     
    outputs.Z_p2= Z_p2_tmp; %Since the number of zeros is a variable. I assign them to a larger 5x1 initialized 
matrix.  
    outputs.Z_M2A = Z_M2A_tmp;  
    outputs.Z_M2B= Z_M2B_tmp; 
    
    %nonzeros = outputs.Z_p2 ~=0; outputs.Z_p2 = outputs.Z_p2(nonzeros); %I use this to remove initialized zero 
values from calculated zeros. 
    %nonzeros = outputs.Z_M2A ~=0; outputs.Z_M2A = outputs.Z_M2A(nonzeros);  
    %nonzeros = outputs.Z_M2B ~=0; outputs.Z_M2B = outputs.Z_M2B(nonzeros);  
else 




%This function calls steady state solver twice for the two phi_guess inputs (0 and pi)  
 
function [CRE_Ya_1, CRE_Yb_1, CRE_phi_1, CRE_Ma_1, CRE_Mb_1,... 
    CRE_Ya_2, CRE_Yb_2, CRE_phi_2, CRE_Ma_2, CRE_Mb_2,errorflag] =... 
    Solver_caller(Inputs, phi_guess_1, phi_guess_2) 
[CRE_Ya_1, CRE_Yb_1, CRE_phi_1, CRE_Ma_1, CRE_Mb_1] = num_SSCRE_solver(Inputs{:}, phi_guess_1); 
%search around phi~0 for in-phase solution 
 
 
[CRE_Ya_2, CRE_Yb_2, CRE_phi_2, CRE_Ma_2, CRE_Mb_2] = num_SSCRE_solver(Inputs{:}, phi_guess_2); 
%search around phi~pi for out-of-phase solution 
 
%if there is no solution, return NaN instead of empty 
if isempty(CRE_Ya_1) 
    CRE_Ya_1= NaN; 
    CRE_Yb_1= NaN; 
    CRE_phi_1= NaN; 
    CRE_Ma_1= NaN; 
    CRE_Mb_1= NaN; 
    
end 
if isempty(CRE_Ya_2) 
    CRE_Ya_2= NaN; 
    CRE_Yb_2= NaN; 
    CRE_phi_2= NaN; 
    CRE_Ma_2= NaN; 








%Use vpasolve() to search for steady state solutions 
 
function [sol_Ya, sol_Yb, sol_phi, sol_Ma, sol_Mb] = num_SSCRE_solver(tau_NA, tau_NB, tau_pA, tau_pB, ... 
    QA, QB, kappa_rAB, kappa_iAB, kappa_rBA, kappa_iBA, dOmega, alpha_H, phi_0) 
 
Ma_0 = 1; 
Mb_0 = 1; %3.2;  
Ya_0 = 1; %((QA-1)/(2*tau_pA*kappa_rBA))*sqrt(alpha_H^2+1); 
Yb_0 = 1; %((QA-1)/(2*tau_pA*kappa_rBA))*sqrt(alpha_H^2+1); 
 
syms Ma Mb Ya Yb phi  
 
eqns = [QA - Ma*(1+Ya^2) == 0,... 
    QB - Mb*(1+Yb^2) == 0,... 
    (Ma - 1)*Ya - 2*tau_pA*kappa_rAB*Yb*sin(phi)*sqrt(tau_NA/tau_NB) - 
2*tau_pA*kappa_iAB*Yb*cos(phi)*sqrt(tau_NA/tau_NB) == 0,... 
    (Mb - 1)*Yb + 2*tau_pB*kappa_rBA*Ya*sin(phi)*sqrt(tau_NB/tau_NA) - 
2*tau_pB*kappa_iBA*Ya*cos(phi)*sqrt(tau_NB/tau_NA) == 0,... 
    alpha_H*(Ma/tau_pA-Mb/tau_pB + 1/tau_pB-1/tau_pA) - 2*dOmega+... 
    2*kappa_rBA*cos(phi)*sqrt(tau_NB/tau_NA)*(Ya/Yb) - 
2*kappa_rAB*cos(phi)*sqrt(tau_NA/tau_NB)*(Yb/Ya)+... 
    2*kappa_iBA*sin(phi)*sqrt(tau_NB/tau_NA)*(Ya/Yb) + 2*kappa_iAB*sin(phi)*sqrt(tau_NA/tau_NB)*(Yb/Ya) 
== 0]; 
vars = [Ma Mb Ya Yb phi]; 
S = vpasolve(eqns, vars, [Ma_0,Mb_0,Ya_0,Yb_0,phi_0]); 
sol_phi = double(S.phi); 
sol_Ma = double(S.Ma); 
sol_Mb = double(S.Mb); 
sol_Ya = double (S.Ya); 




%This function defines matrix A elements  
function [A] = matrixA_asym(Inputs, Outputs) 
 
tau_NA = Inputs{1}; 
tau_NB = Inputs{2}; 
tau_pA = Inputs{3}; 
tau_pB = Inputs{4}; 
QA = Inputs{5}; 
QB = Inputs{6}; 
kappa_rAB = Inputs{7}; 
kappa_iAB = Inputs{8}; 
kappa_rBA = Inputs{9}; 
kappa_iBA = Inputs{10}; 
dOmega = Inputs{11}; 
alpha_H = Inputs{12}; 
 
Ya = Outputs{1}; 
Yb = Outputs{2}; 
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phi = Outputs{3}; 
Ma = Outputs{4}; 




A_YaYa = 1/(2*tau_pA)*(Ma-1); 
A_YaYb = (-kappa_iAB*cos(phi)-kappa_rAB*sin(phi))*sqrt(tau_NA/tau_NB); 
A_Yaphi = Yb*(kappa_iAB*sin(phi)-kappa_rAB*cos(phi))*sqrt(tau_NA/tau_NB); 
A_YaMa = Ya/(2*tau_pA); 
 
A_YbYa = (kappa_rBA*sin(phi)-kappa_iBA*cos(phi))*sqrt(tau_NB/tau_NA); 
A_YbYb = 1/(2*tau_pB)*(Mb-1); 
A_Ybphi = Ya*(kappa_rBA*cos(phi)+kappa_iBA*sin(phi))*sqrt(tau_NB/tau_NA); 
A_YbMb = Yb/(2*tau_pB); 
 
A_phiYa = (kappa_rBA*cos(phi)+kappa_iBA*sin(phi))*sqrt(tau_NB/tau_NA)/Yb + 
Yb/Ya^2*(kappa_rAB*cos(phi)-kappa_iAB*sin(phi))*sqrt(tau_NA/tau_NB); 
A_phiYb = (-1*kappa_rAB*cos(phi)+kappa_iAB*sin(phi))*sqrt(tau_NA/tau_NB)/Ya - 
Ya/Yb^2*(kappa_rBA*cos(phi)+kappa_iBA*sin(phi))*sqrt(tau_NB/tau_NA); 
A_phiphi = -1*kappa_rBA*sin(phi)*(Ya/Yb)*sqrt(tau_NB/tau_NA) + 
kappa_rAB*sin(phi)*(Yb/Ya)*sqrt(tau_NA/tau_NB)+ ... 
    kappa_iBA*cos(phi)*(Ya/Yb)*sqrt(tau_NB/tau_NA) + kappa_iAB*cos(phi)*(Yb/Ya)*sqrt(tau_NA/tau_NB); 
A_phiMa = alpha_H/(2*tau_pA); 
A_phiMb = -1*alpha_H/(2*tau_pB); 
 
A_MaYa = -2*Ma*Ya/tau_NA; 
A_MaMa = -1*(1+Ya.^2)/tau_NA; 
A_MbYb = -2*Mb*Yb/tau_NB; 
A_MbMb = -1*(1+Yb^2)/tau_NB; 
 
A = [A_YaYa, A_YaYb, A_Yaphi, A_YaMa, 0;... 
     A_YbYa, A_YbYb, A_Ybphi, 0, A_YbMb;... 
     A_phiYa, A_phiYb, A_phiphi, A_phiMa, A_phiMb;... 
     A_MaYa, 0, 0, A_MaMa, 0;... 





%This script organizes outputs into structure format into outputs scrtucture  
 
function [outputs] = reassign(temp, fields, outputs, pnt)  
 
%iterate over number of solutions (ignore NaN i guess) and make a matrix 
%for reach variable. Can i get back to the 12D variable?  
i = pnt{1}; %s needs to be a variable so I pull all pnt values and reevaluate pnt in the for loop  
j= pnt{2};  
k= pnt{3};  
l= pnt{4};  
m= pnt{5};  
n= pnt{6};  
o= pnt{7};  
p= pnt{8};  
q= pnt{9};  
r= pnt{10};  
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t = 1;  
 
 
for s = 1:length(temp)  
    temp_struct = cell2struct(temp{s}, fields{s});  
    pnt = {i j k l m n o p q r s t}; 
    if ~isnan(temp{s}{1})  
         
        outputs.Ya_1(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.Ya_1;  
        outputs.Yb_1(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.Yb_1;  
        outputs.phi_1(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.phi_1;  
        outputs.Ma_1(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.Ma_1;  
        outputs.Mb_1(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.Mb_1;  
        outputs.Ya_2(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.Ya_2;  
        outputs.Yb_2(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.Yb_2;  
        outputs.phi_2(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.phi_2;  
        outputs.Ma_2(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.Ma_2;  
        outputs.Mb_2(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.Mb_2;  
         
        outputs.stability_1A(pnt{:})= temp_struct.stability_1A;  
        outputs.stability_2A(pnt{:})= temp_struct.stability_2A;  
        outputs.stability_1B(pnt{:})= temp_struct.stability_1B;  
        outputs.stability_2B(pnt{:})= temp_struct.stability_2B;  
        outputs.ga_1(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.ga_1;  
        outputs.ga_2(pnt{:}) = temp_struct.ga_2;  
        outputs.gb_1(pnt{:})= temp_struct.gb_1;  
        outputs.gb_2(pnt{:})= temp_struct.gb_2;  
        outputs.dg_1(pnt{:})= temp_struct.dg_1;  
        outputs.domega_1(pnt{:})= temp_struct.domega_1;  
        outputs.dg_2(pnt{:})= temp_struct.dg_2;  
        outputs.domega_2(pnt{:})= temp_struct.domega_2;  
        outputs.r1(pnt{:})= temp_struct.r1;  
        outputs.r2(pnt{:})= temp_struct.r2;  
        outputs.P_1A(:,(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.P_1A;  %poles of field in phase element A 
        outputs.P_2A(:,(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.P_2A;  %poles of field out of phase element A 
        outputs.Z_1A(:,(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.Z_1A;  %zeros of field in phase element A 
        outputs.Z_2A(:,(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.Z_2A;  %zeros of field out of phase element A 
        outputs.P_1B(:,(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.P_1B;  %poles of field in phase element B 
        outputs.P_2B(:,(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.P_2B; %poles of field out of phase element B 
        outputs.Z_1B(:,(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.Z_1B;  %zeros of field in phase element B 
        outputs.Z_2B(:,(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.Z_2B;  %zeros of field out of phase element B 
        outputs.P_p1(:,(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.P_p1;  %poles of phase in phase  
        outputs.P_p2(:,(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.P_p2;  %poles of phase out of phase  
        outputs.Z_p1(1:length(temp_struct.Z_p1),(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.Z_p1;  %zeros of phase in phase   
        outputs.Z_p2(1:length(temp_struct.Z_p2),(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.Z_p2;  %zeros of phase out of phase  
        outputs.P_M1A(1:length(temp_struct.P_M1A),(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.P_M1A;  %poles of carriers in phase 
element A 
        outputs.P_M2A(1:length(temp_struct.P_M2A),(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.P_M2A;  %poles of carriers out of 
phase element A 
        outputs.P_M1B(1:length(temp_struct.P_M1B),(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.P_M1B; %poles of phase in phase 
element B 
        outputs.P_M2B(1:length(temp_struct.P_M2B),(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.P_M2B;  %poles of phase out of phase 
element B 




        outputs.Z_M2A(1:length(temp_struct.Z_M2A),(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.Z_M2A;  %zeros of carriers  out of 
phase element A 
        outputs.Z_M1B(1:length(temp_struct.Z_M1B),(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.Z_M1B;  %zeros of carriers  in phase 
element B 
        outputs.Z_M2B(1:length(temp_struct.Z_M2B),(pnt{:})) =  temp_struct.Z_M2B;  %zeros of carriers  out of 
phase element B 
        outputs.tfunction1A{pnt{:}} =  temp_struct.tfunction1A; 
        outputs.tfunction1B{pnt{:}} =  temp_struct.tfunction1B; 
        outputs.tfunction1phi{pnt{:}} =  temp_struct.tfunction1phi; 
        outputs.tfunctionM1A{pnt{:}} =  temp_struct.tfunctionM1A; 
        outputs.tfunctionM1B{pnt{:}} =  temp_struct.tfunctionM1B; 
        outputs.tfunction2A{pnt{:}} =  temp_struct.tfunction2A; 
        outputs.tfunction2B{pnt{:}} =  temp_struct.tfunction2B; 
        outputs.tfunction2phi{pnt{:}} =  temp_struct.tfunction2phi; 
        outputs.tfunctionM2A{pnt{:}} =  temp_struct.tfunctionM2A; 
        outputs.tfunctionM2B{pnt{:}} =  temp_struct.tfunctionM2B; 
       % nonzeros = outputs.Z_p2(:,(pnt{:})) ~=0; outputs.Z_p2(:,(pnt{:})) 
       % = outputs.Z_p2(nonzeros,(pnt{:})); %I use this to remove 
       % initialized zero values from calculated zeros. Havings errors now  
       % nonzeros = outputs.Z_M2A(:,(pnt{:})) ~=0; outputs.Z_M2A(:,(pnt{:})) = 
outputs.Z_M2A(nonzeros,(pnt{:}));  
       % nonzeros = outputs.Z_M2B(:,(pnt{:})) ~=0; outputs.Z_M2B(:,(pnt{:})) = outputs.Z_M2B(nonzeros,(pnt{:}));  
 
         
    else 
        outputs.Ya_1(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
        outputs.Yb_1(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
        outputs.phi_1(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
        outputs.Ma_1(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
        outputs.Mb_1(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
        outputs.Ya_2(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
        outputs.Yb_2(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
        outputs.phi_2(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
        outputs.Ma_2(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
        outputs.Mb_2(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
         
        outputs.stability_1A(pnt{:})= NaN;  
        outputs.stability_2A(pnt{:})= NaN;   
        outputs.stability_1B(pnt{:})= NaN;  
        outputs.stability_2B(pnt{:})= NaN;  
        outputs.ga_1(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
        outputs.ga_2(pnt{:}) = NaN;  
        outputs.gb_1(pnt{:})= NaN;  
        outputs.gb_2(pnt{:})= NaN;  
        outputs.dg_1(pnt{:})= NaN;  
        outputs.domega_1(pnt{:})= NaN;  
        outputs.dg_2(pnt{:})= NaN;  
        outputs.domega_2(pnt{:})= NaN;   
        outputs.r1(pnt{:})= temp_struct.r1;  
        outputs.r2(pnt{:})= temp_struct.r2;  
        outputs.P_1A(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.P_2A(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.Z_1A(:,(pnt{:})) = NaN;  
        outputs.Z_2A(:,(pnt{:})) = NaN;  
        outputs.P_1B(:,(pnt{:})) = NaN;  
        outputs.P_2B(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
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        outputs.Z_1B(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.Z_2B(:,(pnt{:})) = NaN;  
        outputs.P_p1(:,(pnt{:})) = NaN;  
        outputs.P_p2(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.Z_p1(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.Z_p2(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.P_M1A(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.P_M2A(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.P_M1B(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.P_M2B(:,(pnt{:})) = NaN;  
        outputs.Z_M1A(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.Z_M2A(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.Z_M1B(:,(pnt{:})) =  NaN;  
        outputs.Z_M2B(:,(pnt{:})) = NaN;  
        outputs.tfunction1A{pnt{:}} =  NaN;  
        outputs.tfunction1B{pnt{:}} =  NaN;  
        outputs.tfunction1phi{pnt{:}} =  NaN;  
        outputs.tfunctionM1A{pnt{:}} =  NaN;  
        outputs.tfunctionM1B{pnt{:}} =  NaN;  
        outputs.tfunction2A{pnt{:}} =  NaN;  
        outputs.tfunction2B{pnt{:}} =  NaN;  
        outputs.tfunction2phi{pnt{:}} =  NaN;  
        outputs.tfunctionM2A{pnt{:}} = NaN;  
        outputs.tfunctionM2B{pnt{:}} =  NaN;        




This script plots the pole-zero plot and the bode plot. Repeat these functions for the other modes or elements.  
%pole zero outofphase A 
poleaxis = [-20 5 -15 15];  
bodeaxis = [0 50 -40 30]; 
figure(1) 
hold off       
[poles, z] = pzmap(tfunction2A); plot(poles/(2*pi*1e9), 'x', 'MarkerSize', 15, 'linewidth', 2, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 
'red'); hold on 
plot(z/(2*pi*1e9), 'o', 'MarkerSize', 15, 'linewidth', 2, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'red') 
         axis(poleaxis)  
         line([-1000 1000], [0 0], 'Color', 'black', 'LineStyle', '--') 
         line([-0 0], [-1000 1000], 'Color', 'black', 'LineStyle', '--') 
         xlabel('Real frequency (GHz)'); ylabel('Imaginary frequency (GHz)'); box on; set(gca, 'FontSize', 20) 
          
%bode outofphase A         
figure(2) 
hold off 
 [mag, phase2A, w] = bode((tfunction2A/dcgain(tfunction2B)),linspace(0, 315e9, 1000)); 
plot(w/(2*pi*1e9), 10*log10(mag(:).^2), 'Color', 'red', 'Linewidth', 1.5); axis(bodeaxis) 
 xlabel('Frequency (GHz)'); ylabel('Modulation response (dB)'); box on; set(gca, 'FontSize', 20) 
 figure(21) 
 hold off 
 plot(w/(2*pi*1e9), phase2A(:), 'Color', 'red', 'Linewidth', 1.5); xlabel('Frequency (GHz)'); ylabel('Phase (degrees)'); 
set(gca, 'FontSize', 20) 
 
Note that the transfer functions of elements A and B can be combined using the following command: 
tfunctiontotal = [tfunction2A, tfunction2B]; %Summing outputs/ connection transfer models. Use this, not '+' to add 
tf models. See matlab documentation on connecting-models  
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APPENDIX D: LABVIEW AND MATLAB CODE FOR VISIBILITY, RIN, AND THD 
 
Multiple instruments are connected via GPIB and automated through LABVIEW 
software. The current sources include multiple Keithley 236’s. Power and voltage data is 
collected using an Agilent 4156C Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer (SPA). Far-field data is 
measured using a Goniometer. Relative intensity noise (RIN) and harmonic distortion data are 
collected using an electric spectrum analyzer (ESA) with a bandwidth of 26 GHz. A digital 
signal generator is used to supply a sinusoidal signal for harmonic distortion measurements. The 
LABVIEW code operates by scanning the current supply through all current values defined by 
start, stop, and step values inputted into the program. At each current value, the measurement of 
choice, such as far field, power, or RIN, is collected from the appropriate instrument. The data 
for each current value is saved within a folder. The dataset in the folder is analyzed using 
MATLAB code, shown below.  
 
For far-field data, the following function is used to extract visibility. The function 
smooths the data to reduce noise and numerical error and then estimates an envelope of the far 
field to remove the single-element ‘Gaussian’ envelope from the interference pattern. Next, the 
peaks and valleys are found and averaged to estimate the maximum and minimum intensity. 
Note that exact visibility calculations can vary based on the degree of smoothing and accuracy of 
envelope estimation. Care must be taken to reduce the impact of smoothing or inaccurate 
envelope estimating by varying the degree of smoothing and envelope fitting parameters. This 
function also attempts to estimate whether the far field is in-phase or out-of-phase.  
 
function [visibility, beam_angle, arraymode] = visibility_calculation(fullFileName) 
%last modified 12.11.18 
curdir = pwd; 
%[selectedFiles, folder_name] = uigetfile('*.txt','Select File Containing Spectrum Data'); 
% if isequal(selectedFiles,0) 
%     disp('User selected Cancel') 
% else 
%     disp(['User selected ', fullfile(folder_name, selectedFiles)]) 
% end 
% Number of files 
%numFiles = 1; 
%cd(folder_name) 
%baseFileName = selectedFiles; 
%stringname = evalc(['disp(baseFileName)']); 
%fullFileName = fullfile(folder_name, baseFileName); 




%num = csvread(fullFileName,row_data_begins,column_data_begins); 
fileID=fopen(fullFileName); 
Data_header = textscan(fileID,'%s %s %s %s %s',2,'Delimiter','\t'); %for 
%manually saved .asc files in Gonio software 
Data_data = textscan(fileID,'%f %f %f %f','Delimiter','\t'); %for 
%manually saved .asc files in Gonio software 
%Data_data = textscan(fileID,'%f %f ','Delimiter','\t'); %for 
%auto saved data from labview 
Angle = Data_data{:,1}(1:end);     % Store Current 
Signal = Data_data{:,2}(1:end);     % Store Current 
 
%figure(30); hold off; plot(Angle, Signal); hold on  
Signal = smooth(Signal, 0.025); %Smoothing reduces accuracy of Visibility but reduces fluctuation from noise 
%plot(Angle, Signal) 
 
[yupper, ~] = envelope(Signal,230,'peak'); 
cutoff = 0.03*max(yupper); %cutoff is 3% max value 
yupper(Signal<cutoff) = 0; %Cut off far-field when value falls below cutoff. This reduces random noise peaks 
outside angle of interest 
normsignal = Signal./yupper;  
     
%Use max of Signal data to find max in yupper data. This should filter out 
%max from noise 
 
[~,ttrail,tlead] = fwhm(Angle,Signal,yupper); %Actually width where signal falsl to 2% of max 
 
%Now I have the normalized signal and the min angle and max angle. I want to select that part of the data from 
yupper data.  
%Then use visibility formula.  
tmp1 = abs(Angle-ttrail); 
tmp2 = abs(Angle-tlead); 
[~, idx] = min(tmp1); %index of closest value 
[~, idx2] = min(tmp2); %index of closest value 
%closest = Angle(idx); %closest value 
 
 
Angle2 = Angle(idx2:idx);  
normsignal2 = normsignal(idx2:idx);  
%  figure(1); hold off; plot(Angle2,normsignal2); axis([-0.5 0.5 0 1.3]) 
  %saveas(gcf,strcat(fullFileName,'_norm.png')) 
%figure(5);  hold off;  plot(Angle,Signal);  hold on;  plot(Angle, yupper) 
   
  %saveas(gcf,strcat(fullFileName,'.png')) 
   
%Calculate visibility 
 
datainv = 1.01*max(normsignal2)-normsignal2; 
[pksmax,indmax] = findpeaks(normsignal2, 'MinPeakProminence', 0.07); %Use peak search to find min and maxes.  





zeroindex = find(Angle2 == min(abs(Angle2)));  
 
maxes = sortrows([abs(indmax-zeroindex) indmax],1); %find the max and min closest to angle=0 
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mins = sortrows([abs(indmin-zeroindex) indmin], 1); 
%maxes = sortrows([abs(pksmax-1) indmax],1); %this was find the peaks with 
                                                %max visbility 
%mins = sortrows([1-pksmin indmin], 1); 
 
 
indmax2 = maxes(:,2); %use this to use all peaks in calculation of V. Watch out for unwanted peaks 
indmin2 = mins(:,2); 
 
%% Guessing inphase vs outofphase 
%if abs(Angle2(indmax2(1))) < abs(Angle2(indmin2(1))) %if the closest peak is a max, the FF is inphase. doesnt 
work well for beam steered FFs 
if length(indmax2) == 3 
    arraymode = 1; %in phase = +1 
    ind_angle = indmax2(1); %Use closest max for angle 
    %Select peaks based on number of expected peaks (knowing its inphase or 
%outofphase)  
    maxexpected = 3;  
    minexpected = 2;  
elseif length(indmax2) == 4  
    arraymode = -1; %out of phase = -1 
    ind_angle = indmin2(1); %Use closest min for angle 
    maxexpected = 4;  
    minexpected = 3; 
     
else  
    arraymode = 0; 
end 
 
if arraymode ~= 0  
    indmax3 = maxes(1:maxexpected,2); %Use this when i get extra unwanted 
%peaks from peak search 




indmax3 = maxes(:,2); %Use all peaks from peak search 
indmin3 = mins(:,2); 
 
maxsig = mean(normsignal2(indmax3)); %average mins and maxes for most accurate visibility calc 
minsig = mean(normsignal2(indmin3));  
 
%ind_angle = indmin2(1); %overwrite selection.  
beam_angle = ((Angle2(ind_angle))); %Make sure this picks up the right angle of peak closest to 0 
 
%figure(4) ;hold off; plot(Angle2,normsignal2, Angle2([indmax3;indmin3]), normsignal2([indmax3;indmin3]), 'o') 
 
visibility = (maxsig - minsig)/(maxsig + minsig);  
if isnan(visibility) 
    visibility =0; 
end 
if isempty(visibility) 
    visibility =0; 
end 
if isempty(zeroindex) %if zero index is not found, FF is too asymmetric 




if arraymode == 0 







Total RIN is measured by taking the ESA raw data, subtracting the reference when the 
laser is off to remove thermal noise, and dividing by the DC power, which is measured using the 
oscilloscope. Note that DC power and ESA data is collected simultaneously, by using a bias-T, 
and connecting the laser output to the RF+DC input, the DC output to the oscilloscope, and RF 
output to the ESA. These three datasets are inputs into the following function to calculate Total 
RIN.  
 
function [RIN_tot, avg_signal] = calcRIN(ESAFileName, ESArefFileName, scopeFileName) 
%UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 
 
 
%% ESA part 
fprintf(1, 'Now reading %s\n', ESAFileName); 
fileID=fopen(ESAFileName); 
Data_cell = textscan(fileID,'%f','Delimiter','\t'); 
Data = Data_cell{1}; 
start = Data(1); 
step = Data(2);  
signal_freq = Data(3:end); %this is my signal array 
stop = step*(length(signal_freq)-1);  
freq = start:step:stop; %this is my frequency array 
%figure(1);plot(freq./(1E9),signal_freq);  
%xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');  
%ylabel('Signal (dB)'); 
%axis([0 26 -90 0]) 
fclose('all'); 
 
%% ESA ref part 
fprintf(1, 'Now reading %s\n', ESArefFileName); 
fileID=fopen(ESArefFileName); 
Data_cell = textscan(fileID,'%f','Delimiter','\t'); 
Data = Data_cell{1}; 
signal_ref = Data(3:end); %this is my signal array 
fclose('all'); 
%% scope part  
 
fprintf(1, 'Now reading %s\n', scopeFileName); 
fileID=fopen(scopeFileName); 
Data_cell = textscan(fileID,'%f','Delimiter','\t'); 
Data = Data_cell{1}; 
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start = 0; %str2double(files(iter).name(43:48)); 
step = str2double( scopeFileName(65:71) );  
signal_time = Data(:); %this is my scope signal 
stop = step*(length(signal_time)-1);  
time = start:step:stop;  
%figure(8);plot(time,signal_time); xlabel('time (\mus)'); ylabel('Signal (dB)');axis([0 2 -0.1 0.1]) 
avg_signal = mean(signal_time); %does avg_signal match the avg measured from scope? 
avg_signal = avg_signal - 0.0163; %subtract 0.0163mv shift in DC signal. measured manually at I=0.   
amplitude =  str2double( scopeFileName(81:86) ); 
avg =  str2double( scopeFileName(98:105) ) * 1e-3; %Average in volts 
I1 = str2double( scopeFileName(14:17) ) ; 




% remove DC term 
adjustment = 65;  
signal_freq = signal_freq(2:end)-adjustment; 
freq = freq(2:end); 
signal_ref = signal_ref(2:end)-adjustment;  
 
 
% RIN calculation 
%figure(7); hold off;  plot(freq./(1E9),signal_freq); hold on;  
signal_freq = smoothdata(signal_freq, 'rlowess', 30); signal_ref = smoothdata(signal_ref, 'rlowess', 30);  
%figure(7); plot(freq./(1E9),signal_freq); plot(freq./(1E9),signal_ref);  
signal_lin =  10.^(signal_freq./10); signal_ref_lin =  10.^(signal_ref./10);%dBm signal to linear scale (mW) 
signal_laser = signal_lin - signal_ref_lin; %subtract thermal noise (signal_ref when laser current =0 or below 
threshold) 
 
RIN_Hz = abs(signal_laser)./abs(avg_signal); %Normalize to average power detected from scope 
RIN_Hz_dB = 10*log10(RIN_Hz);  
figure(7); hold off; plot(freq./(1E9),(RIN_Hz_dB)); axis([0 30 -170 -110]) 
RIN_tot =  2*trapz(freq(10:end), RIN_Hz(10:end)) %index start from 2 because of DC noise 





Finally, THD is also measured on the ESA. For this, only ESA data is needed since THD 
is calculated as a ratio of the fundamental harmonic to the higher order harmonics. The following 
function is used to calculate THD.  
 
function [THD] = calcDistortion(ESAFileName) 
 
%% ESA part 
fprintf(1, 'Now reading %s\n', ESAFileName); 
fileID=fopen(ESAFileName); 
Data_cell = textscan(fileID,'%f','Delimiter','\t'); 
Data = Data_cell{1}; 
start = Data(1); 
step = Data(2);  
signal_freq = Data(3:end); %this is my signal array 
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stop = step*(length(signal_freq)-1);  
freq = start:step:stop; %this is my frequency array 
 
%figure(9);plot(freq./(1E6),signal_freq);  
%xlabel('Frequency (GHz)');  
%ylabel('Signal (dB)'); 




% Distortion calculation 
signal_lin =  10.^(signal_freq./10); 
 
freq_offset = 36; %ignore fluctuations near DC 
 
[pks, locs] = findpeaks(signal_freq(freq_offset:end), 'MinPeakProminence', 10); %index from 2 to ignore DC peak 
locs = locs+freq_offset-1; %remember to add freq_offset to locs because of index offset from peak search since DC 
was excluded 
 
%figure(1); plot(freq, signal_freq, freq(locs), signal_freq(locs), 'o');  
 
V_fund_rms = signal_lin(locs(1));  
V_n_rms = signal_lin(locs(2:end)); 
V_harmonics = sqrt(sum(V_n_rms.^2));  
 
THD = (V_harmonics/V_fund_rms); %total harmonic distortion in percentage 
THD_dB = 10*log10(THD) 
end 
 
